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enclose a short paper giving some account of recent

I
clevelor~ments

~)oli

in the sterling exchange rate and SOLle of the

issues involved in managing it.

cy

You will see from this that we

believe that the existence of North Sea oil is likely over the
longex term to irclply a rather d eepse ated problem of over-valuation
pr C'~3ent

of sterling in some sense, even if in the shorter term the
buoyancy of sterling in the markets is not maintained.

In general there are strict limits on our a bilitv to
~

~

ItlOVe the exch a nge rate ·to any particular desired level.
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to our present line as offering the best chance that any upward
movement will blow itself out.

If we encountered persistent

upward pressure we might have to consider whether to increase our
rate of intervention again.
lve have considered whether in these circumstances it
would be possible to implement immediately some form of exchange
control liberalisation, perhaps on an explicitly temporary basis.
We have concluded, however, that this would not be a wise course;
it would risk looking ClU1TlSY or hasty, granted the general
expectation that you will be announcing significant measures of
relaxation fairly soon;

and there is in fact

for useful temporary action.

~

' ry little scope

Moreover, the necessity to consider

detailed implications, drart and print Notices, etc., means that
i.t is likely to be

w1 Tdise

-; . 0

introduce significant exchange control

relaxations without. allowing several

\'lC~eks

before implementation.

There is also the opposite possibility that either
h C~ C,JLJ : 3C

the markets prove already fairly fully to h<J.ve discounted
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Developments in recent years have led to a good deal

1.

of scepticism about the possibilities of actively managing an exchange
rate, as many governments have tried and failed to resist the force
of mobile currency flows.

Total scepticism is not justified.

The events of November and December last year affecting the dollar
showed that at the right mocient, and on the back of some more
fundamental policy measures, very heavy and concerted intervention
can change market expectations and validate, at least for a time,
a particular pattern of exchange rates.

(Total intervention in

support of the dollar in Nov e mber and December amounted to some
$15 billion, virtually all of which has now been reversed.)
this is a long way from fine tuning an
successfully

r~ xchange

But

rate, or from

pushing it up or down and then sustaining it at a

dcsi -ced level.
As exch a nge rates h a ve? be coln e harder to control,
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facts ma ny countr ics h t3 ve recently

thc~s e

opto d simply for aimi ng , thr ough a.ppropriate Inonetary policies a nd

some intervention, at as much exc]1ange rate stability as they could
achie ve , but with a very real awareness of the limitations of their
power.

In some cases the exchange rate has been left to move a

fair way until it is judged that a point has been reached at which
forceful official action can stabilise it:
1st November.

e.g. the US measures of

An alternative approach, exemplified in the

emergence of EMS and the UK's own policies since the beginning of
1977 has been to lean against short run market trends (with both
policy measures and intervention) but be prepared in the end to
let the rate move if underlying pr e ssures prove too strong.
Developments for sterling over the past couple of years

4.

illustrate this point.

firs~

For the

ten months of 1977 fairly

continuous upward pressure on sterling was resisted by the
authorities with the twin aims of recre 3 ting a climate of stability
afte r the violent moves in 1976 a nd of building up the reserves.
Thes e ro s e from $4 billion to ove r $70 billion, while sterling
$1.71-l.77~,

was held in the r2ng e

61~-62\

or

in effective terms.

By t J1e en d of Octube r, Jl0\'l 8ver , the press ur e s had vlith th·2 dollar's
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p rC::;:-3 ULe, espec ially si nce the rev olution in I r an.

After initial

r c sist<1nce the Zluthorities decided on 5th April to let the rate
move relatively freely again.

There was an in®ediate rise to

nearly $2.11 and 68.0, the highest level for three years.
it soon fell back again;

But

and after various fluctuations during
1

the election campaign, it closed today at

$2.07~

and 67.3 - very

much the same level as a month ago when we modified our intervention
policy.

6.

Even at these levels, however, the present and

p~ospective

position of sterling is in some ways unsatisfactory

for perhaps two main reasons - one of which is likely to be temporary
while the other is more deepseated.

At present, exchange markets

show a somewhat paradoxical picture with the fundamentally strong
currencies - the DM, the Swiss franc and, especially, the yen - all
e x hibiting signs of we akn es s while the fundamentally weak currencies
(or at lea.st those bel on ging to cou ntries Yvli th hiyh inflation and
l ow

p:r.-o(~1. c tivi

ty)

are rel a ti v ely f i r m:

e xampJ c s 0r e th e dollar,
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4 -

thuu (Jh Le fore too l on g the likely on s et

of r e cession there could limit a nd th e n r e v e rse such a moveme nt.

In

due course, if the recession is at all deep, its effect on the US
deficit may subst~ntially strengthen the dollar.
of all these developments is hard to assess.

The net effect

But one may perhaps

guess that at some point, if inflation in the UK continues
significuntly above the average of its competitors and the current
account remains in bare balance or even deficit, some downward pressure
on sterling will emerge.
8.

There is, however, a quite different factor in determining

the strength of sterling - more deepseated and likely to prove much
more long lasting:

the upward pressure from the existence of

North Sea oil, a factor which has increased in importance since the
Iranian revolution and the subsequent increases in oil prices.

This

upward pressure is likely to persist and may increase as the value
of output from the North Sea rises.
The fact that an underlying upvlard pr e ssure fr'om North

9.

Sea oil on the exch a nge rate is likely to persist does not of course
lTICan that st e rling is bound to r ema in high in absolute terms.
the oil e ff e ct.
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A high exchange rate, "Jhatcver its c(}uses, wi 11 prov ide

10.

assistance in counter-inflation, both directly through lower import
costs and indirectly through the disciplinary effect on wage
settlements.

But the effect on industry's investment, innovation,

export capacity and indeed survival will be different according to
whether the high rate comes "organically", at least partly as a
consequence of the initial strengths of industry itself, or
artificially, when it may be imposed on industries which are
inherently weak.
11.

It is likely therefore that the UK would be better off

with a somewhat lower exchange rate than is likely to emerge if no
actio.'1 is taken to influence it.

On the other hand, it is, as was

stressed at the outset, extremely

diff~cult

particular distance in any direction.

to move exchange rates a

Stability is a benefit in

itself, whatever level is being maintained, and any attempt to move
the sterling rate in a world of floating exchange rates could involve
uhacceptable risks of losing stability.
,revers al

It would, moreover, be a

of the appropriate priorities to attempt to modify money
t~h e

sup ply p ol i c i e sin

in t ere s t s

0

f th e ex chan 9 era t e ina

'vJ

ay

from that demanded by domestic priorities.

difr (~r(:. nt

l.flJ c )~ e

12.

is t}~ lJS

.i n practic:e lik e ly to be :r~c: l,: l.i :i.vc:ly little
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- 6 I n portic u la r, g iv6 n t he dif f icul t i e s o f r J pid ly s timul~ting
domest ic i nve s t men t, it would s e e m

a p pro prj~te

to e nable at J.c ast

p a rt of the value of the wasting asset of Nor t h Sea oil to be
converted into

ex~ernal

tile oi 1 has run out.

assets which will yield the UK a return when

But apart from all the broader considerations

there is a strong c a se for relaxation, simply as a potential means
of moderating upward pressure on the rate.

A separate brief is

available with a proposed package of relaxations which could produce,
in certain circumstances, a significant outflow of exchange or
downvrard pressure on sterlirig .

-It must be emphasised, however, that

the effects of exchange control liberalisation on the exchange rate
a r e bound to be uncertain;

a nd, unfor tun a tely, are likely to be less

effective when confidence is .s t rongest a nd more effective wh e n it
weakens.

14.

A rather diff e r e nt app r oach to the problem might be sought

in due course in jo i ning the inte rve ntion mechanism of EMS.
('1)~l cc.ivable

.

~ ld

It is

that this might make it c a sier for the authorities to

the ex c ha nge rate at a level judge d appropriate, withs

))L~ tt e r

b oth u?T. .'a r d a nd dO"d DVla r d pre s sure s.

mus t b e v ery unce r tai n.

l~ gain,

however
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For Information:
Chief Secretary
Yinancial Becret~
Minister of State
Minister of State (Lords)
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Lawrence Airey
Mr Barratt
HI' Littler
Mr Bridgeman
Mrs Hedley-Hiller
Hr Middleton
Kr Hancock

CHANCELIDR OF THE EXCHEQUER

11r Gill

HrHO~f/v

CALL BY fHE GOVEBNOR OF THE BABK OJ' ENGLABD

You will no doubt wish to have some preliminar.r discussion with the
Govern~rt at tomorrow's meeting, about his letter and paper dated
4 May which deal with the sterling exchange rate and- exohange oontrol
policy2. The positions of OF and the
issues. So far as intervention
recommendations in his --c overing
advice in paragraphs 6 and 7 of

Bank of England are ver.r close on these
polic7 is concerned. the Governor's
letter are fully consistent with the
my submission or 4 !'lay_ In particular

we agree that:-

if the rate tends to move up again, intervention should be
modest in the hope that the upward pressure will -quickly blow
itself out;
i.

if the rate falls, the Bank should let if fall back quite
a long w~ before stepping in to chec~ the momentum of any
sustained fall.

ii.

3.

So

f ,~,r

as exchange control policy is concerned, you will wi.sh to

1<•.Il0W ~h~~-;.: _we have in hand a submission tlescribing a possible package~ 2!
r~ :Lc.x~tions. We shall be di 3 CUSSing it with the Bank in the next daj--

or so and this will give us a chance to establish whether our ideas
differ from theirs in any significant degree. I hope to let you have th _
submission before the end or this week.
1
SECRh~

I

SOORET

4. I do not suppose that you or the Governor will wish to discuss
exchange control polloT in detail tomorrow. However you might
perhaps 8~ that 70U will need to look at the tinal composition of the
package ot relaxations in the light of the Budget decisions and their
likely impact on the exchange market. You might also s~ that 70U
will need to consult certain ot 70ur colleagues about any exchange
control measures - probab17 the Prime Minister and the Secretaries of
( State tor Industr,J and ~rad8 whose Departments have a strong interest.

5.

If the Bud.get 1s to be on 12 June t there should be ample time tor
Ministers to consider the matter on the basis ot the submissions trom
the freasur.1 and the Bank and for you tp make an announcement in the
Budget. It the Budget Day were brought forward to ; June, the timetable
would be more compressed but we still think it would be manageable.
6. We agree with the Governor that there 1s no point in an emergency
relaxation of exchange controls. It would be ve~ much better to
wait ~t11 you can announce a ba~ced and considered package.
preferably in the Budget context. And the rate is no longer rising at
present: it fell back somewhat tod~.

7.

In paragraph 14 of the Bank paper, reference is made to the

European Monetary System. ~e agree with the comment that. if there
were strong market pressures in either direction, membership of the
EI1S exchange rate regime could complicate domestic monetary management.
This point is made in the draft private secretary letter to No 10
s ub:T.itted today for t he Prime l1inister's briefing meeting on
Chancellor Schmidt's visit.

K E COUZENS
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10 DOWNING STREET
From the Private Secretary

v

/

The Prime Minister has received the enclosed
note from Mr. Douglas Hague on exchange controls.
She would be grateful if the Chancellor would
take Mr. Hague's suggestions into account in
formulating his own proposals for the relaxation
of exchange controls.
The Prime Minister is sure the Chancellor
will wish to consult with the Governor on this
subject, and I am therefore sending a copy of
Mr. Hague's note to John Beverly (Governor's
office) .

A.M.W. Battishill, Esq.,
HM Treasury.

c.C.
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cc: Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Minister of State
Minister of State (Lords)
Si r Douglas Wass
Mr . Couzens
Mr. Jordan Moss
Mr. Barratt
Mr. Hancock
Mr. Gill
Mr. Middleton
Mr. Ramell
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PROFESSOR DOUGLAS 'HAGUE
The Chancellor has seen the copy which Professor Hague
sent to him of his memorandum to the Prime Minister dated
4th May.

You have the action copy under a No.lO letter

of 9th May.
2.

The Chancellor has commented that Professor Hague has

been helping the Prime Minister as an advisor and sometimes
as speech writer, and will certainly expect a personalised
reply.

I

will acknowledge the Chancellor's copy, but perhaps

you could draft a reply for the Prime Minister's signature.
The Chancellor has also asked whether Professor Hague's ideas
deserve serious consideration.

1\

,.

t

I 11
~~\i ~!jlLLI
.' !L,q
II

( M. A. HALL)
10th May, 1979
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I enclose, as promised, a note on policy towards exchange
control.

This argues that, in the light of the major changes in the

United Kingdom's external liquidity and balance of payments position
in recent years, it would be right to make an early and substantial
move towards relaxation.
but this should I

A proposed package of

measu~es

is enclosed;

think be regarded very much as a first shot.

As the

weakness of the exchange and domestic markets in recent days has
dc~onstrated,

we may be in for quite a difficult period for sonte time.

r believe that it will be right to decide precisely how far it is
appropriate to go on exchange control relaxation at this stage only in
the light of the general thrust of all of the Government's financial
and economic policies as they emerge, especially in your forthcoming
budget.
Perhaps I may
our

co~~ent

here, however, on certain -features of

proposals. I believe it is important to lay as much emphasis

as possible on relaxations which are likely to help business;
are least likely to lead to volatile flows;
to reduce the burden of administration;
required to meet our EEC obligations.

which

which are likely most

and whi.ch are most urgently
At the same time I believe we

should " be ext.remely cautious in relaxing at this stage controls over
potentially volatile flows.
These considerations mean mO"/'ing fairly far towards full
freedom for outward direct capital and personal transactions while
for the time being making only minimal adjustments to
portfolio

invest~n(:: n ·c..

our regime for

Unfortunately this implies that \'lhile
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in practice most reasonable non-portfolio transactions by business and
persons are allowed ceilings will have to be maintained to enable
monitoring to continue to avoid circumventions of the restrictions on
- portfolio investment.
The question of relaxing our restrictions on sterling finance
of third country trade is a difficult one.

On the one hand,

this is pre-eminently an area of potentially volatile flows:
greatly added to our difficulties in 1976.

it

On the other hand, there

is persistent pressure from the merchants and banks for liberalisation;
and certainly, in the case of the merchants, inability to use their
own currency is proving a burden.

Our suggestion is that we attempt

to meet the conflicting considerations involved by allowing both
merchants and banks to use sterling for financing third country trade,
but under supervision and not to an unlimited extent.

We are reasonably

confident that a regime of this kind which would go a long way to
satisfying their demands could be devised and operated for merchants who,
as I have said, have been particularly hard hit.

For banks, however,

the position is more difficult and, I am bound to say, less urgent in
the sense that we believe the hardship involved here is less.

We are

exploring ways in which we could implement - and monitor individual
ceilings for banks which would be sensible and equitable but I should
warn you that we do not yet feel completely confident that it would be
possible to propose

a fully

satisfa~tory

scheme.

We shall need to

talk to the banks to be certain.
Since our paper was drafted we have received a note by
Mr.Hague to the Prime Minister of 4th May in which he puts forward the
idea of "feeding" the premium market from official reserves.

I would

like, if I may, to give you a considered response to this suggestion on
its merits in due course.

I would only say now that this does not seem

to me a likely candidate for immediate action if only because our firm
unqerstanding (arising out of an earlier consideration) is that it
would need leg islation to allo\v the reserves to be used in this way.

The Rt.Hon.Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC,

}~.
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Policy towards Exchange Control
1.

Exchange control has now been in continuous operation - though

the severity of the regime has varied from time to time - for forty
years.
A brief description of the present regime is attached as
Appendix I to this paper . .
2.

Throughout alrncst all of the past forty years, sterling has

been weak or potentially weak.

The current account has never been

. strong - and, for the years after the OPEC price rise, was in large
deficit.

But more important than the weakness of the current account

has been - for most of the period - the weakness of the UK ' s external
liquidity position.

The reserves have been exiguous on almost any

criterion, while there have been large external liabilities - both
puhlicly and privately held - which were short-term in . form and
potentially volatile.
3.

These underlying conditions help to explain .why UK exchange

control has been more severe than that in any other industrialised
country (except perhaps Sweden).

(A short account of the exchange

control regimes operated in other Group of Ten countries is attached as
Appendix 2 in case it is useful:
Chancellor read it.)

but it

is

not suggested that the

The underlying conditions also explain the form

which the UK's exchange control has taken.
4.

In recent years there have been no restrictions on current

transactions.

Thus exchange control has not been used to influence the

current balance directly - though over the longer term there must have
been many indirect effects on the current account, especially on net
interest, profits and dividends, which have probably been on balance
adverse.
5.

The primary aim of exchange control has in fact been to affect

the structure of the UK's external asset/liability position in various
ways.

There have been continuous attempts to improve the liquidity

of the UK's external balance sheet or prevent its deterioration.

In

particular, there has been a consistent aim to increase the holdings of
official reserves rather than the holdings of net external assets by
the private sector.
There has also been a continuing concern to
minimise the exposure of the UK overall balance of payments to volatile
capital movements (though there has not, in recent times, been any
attempt to constrain the ability of non-residents to withdraw funds
from this country).
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This does not fully describe the purposes to which exchange

control has been put.

For a few months at the end of 1971, before the

Smithsonian agreement, exchange controls were used to deter inflows in
order to relieve the upward pressure on the exchange rate;
was exceptional and increasingly unsuccessful.
serve other purposes.

but this

Exchange controls also

For example, the control over banks' foreign

exchange dealing positions which is necessary for external policy
reasons, is also necessary for prudential reasons.

Similarly, the

exchange control regime devised for the commodity markets also
facilitates supervision of these markets by the Bank.

While in

principle such matters could be handled in other ways, the Exchange
Control Act has in practice been a convenient way of doing so.
7.

These special considerations apart, one may say that the

underlying thrust of exchange control has been to enable the authorities
to have more control over the exchange rate against downward pressure
and more ability to withstand short-term volatile pressures.

The

fact that non-resident movements have not been controlled has, however,
strictly limited the extent to which the authorities have in practice
been able to withstand or moderate the pr'essures from volatile flows.
It is also perhaps fair to say that exchange control has necessarily
concentrated on the short-term at the expense of longer-term
considerations.
Over the past couple of years there have been some major
8.
changes in the UK's external position.
The reserves have risen from
around $5 billion at the end of 1976 to over

$21~

billion at 'present

(though part of this improvement represents a revaluation of gold and
non-dollar components).

On the liabilities side, there is

of official debt outstanding;

$23~

billion

but this is contractual and with

repayment dates reasonably spread over time.

The official sterling

balances have, on the other hand, been run down to, effectively,
working levels;

and the UK is committed to keeping them there.

Private sterling holdings have continued to rise year by year to stand
now at

£5~

volatile:

billion;

but these have in the past not proved very

for example, they did not fall even in 1976.

Thus the

structure and liquidity of the capital account has notably improved.

---
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Despite this, the UK economy remains vulnerable to short-term canital
flows in both directions.

Sterling's role as a reserve currency has

been virtually abolished, but the facilities of the City of London
mean that it is still widely held and traded in, so that there is more
scope for substantial volatile movements in sterling than for the
currency of any other industrial country except the US and perhaps
Germany and Switzerland.

9.

The current account has also greatly strengthened:

after

a number of years of deficits on a substantial scale (the UK ran a
cumulative deficit of

£7~

billion from 1973 to 1976) we are now roughly

in balance or perhaps small surplus.

Two special factors, working in

opposite directions, have been of great importance here.
hand, North Sea oil is now contributing

£4~

On the one

billion per annwn to the

current account - and the contribution is likely to rise steadily to
reach

£8~

billion (at · 1977

pri~es)

in 1985.

On the other hand, our

bo

net contribution to the EEC Budget is likely to amount
this year.

£780 million

Over time, the net effect of these two factors seems

certain to be strongly and increasingly positive, both on the current
balance and, more pervasively, on market sentiment.

The result is

likely to be a tendency to hold the exchange rate higher than the
general condition of the non-oil economy and the non-oil balance of
payments would otherwise imply.
10.

This does not mean that we can necessarily expect the

exchange rate to remain strong, as it has been in recent weeks.

The

non-oil balance of payments is in serious deficit and may well
deteriorate further, so that there is no guarantee that the current
account as a whole will remain in surplus.

But even if the exchange

rate should show a tendency to weakness, it is a reasonable guess
that, over the next few years, market forces, together with
appropriate domestic policies, will result in an exchange rate judged
to be too high rather than one which is judged too low.

(Our

separate brief on exchange rate policy dated 4th May argued this
point in greater depth.)
11.

The foregoing suggests two broad conclusions for exchange

control policy.

First, that the UK's external balance sheet and the

SECRET
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forces acting on the sterling exchange iate have altered radically
from those which have broadly pertained since the war and which have
provided a principal justification for ' the present exchange conu-ulregime ,
But, secondly, that the rate is

neve~theless

likely to remain fragile

and its prospects uncertain, so that one must be cautious in removing
too completely or too rapidly the whole array of measures which have
hitherto helped to provide some stability for the rate.
arguments for

caut~on

are

r~inforced

Such

by ' the fact that after forty years

of continuous control it is impossible to say in advance how big any
reaction to their total abolition might be;

and by the thought that

it would be embarrassing and might indeed be difficult to re-impose
the previous degree of control after it had been relaxed.
12.

The situation therefore would seem to call for a substantial

initial package of relaxations, but stopping well short of complete
abolition and concentrating on those measures which are likely to
produce the most long-term benefit to the UK or to get rid of those
features of the present regime which are particularly widely disliked
or particularly burdensome to administer.

At the same time it would

seem wise to proceed more cautiously towards those controls aimed
particularly at limiting volatile flows.
13.

A package aimed at meeting these various criteria is set out

at the end of this note.

Broadly it recommends major relaxations in

the fields of outward direct investment and personal transactions;
some movement towards the restoration of the use of sterling by both
merchants and banks for third country trade;

and only minor

relaxations in control over outward portfolio investment.

The

intention of the package would essentially be to allow all reasonablysized non-portfolio capital transactions by companies and persons.
However, while a regime of control over portfolio investment is
maintained, it will be necessary to keep ceilings on all non-portfolio
transactions and to continue to monitor them, to prevent a complete
circumvention of the rules for portfolio.
unfortunately limit the degree

to

This necessity will

which savings in administration can

be made in' both the Bank of England and in the commercial banks at this
first stage.

- _'...':-
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In the light of the reactions to this package of measures and

developments in the UK economy and balance of payments it is to be
hoped that it will be possible to proceed steadily by further stages
towards effectively getting rid of exchange control altogether.

In

any event we would hope to follow the proposed package with a series
of second-order changes aimed at simplifying the regime and its
administration.
15.

The proposals recommended for the initial package are listed

in broad terms with, in each case, some comments on their nature and
significance and estimate of their maximum potential outflow effect.
It should be emphasised that these estimates can be little more than
guesses.

In particular, if sterling were to be very strong there

might be little outflow at all.

Moreover, of course, if it were

decided to let the relaxations fully affect the exchange rate directly,
there would be no official intervention to meet the demands for foreign
currency and hence no outflows, simply a downward pressure on the rate.
Subject to these caveats, the maximum potential outflow in the first
full year (if it were met with official exchange) might be, say,
£l~

billion, of which about half would

b~

once and for all.

16.

These relaxations should be welcome to our partners in the

EEC.

We have of course a Treaty obligation to liberalise many specific

forms of capital movements within the EEC although the more obvious
types of potentially volatile movements are excluded.

Under the terms

of our Accession, we should long since have freed from restriction
outward direct and portfolio investment, emigration, gifts arid holiday
homes.

We have in fact been authorised by the Commission to maintain

restrictions in these areas on grounds of our balance of payments
difficulties.

This case increasingly lacks conviction and is in any

event due to be reviewed by the Commission before end-September.

It

seems likely that if something like the package of relaxations proposed
in this note had by then been implemented we would receive authority to
maintain our remaining restrictions for a further period.

We might,

however, nleet some pressure from the Commission to make specific
relaxations for intra EEC transactions.

We should resist this.

proposals are for worldwide relaxation.

This is not only justifiable

on its own merits, but it will also improve our standing under the

Our
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OECD code and, in particular, avert US protests about UK
discrimination against them in matters of exchange control - on which
subject they have already shown themselves to be sensitive.
Finally, it is obvious that relaxations cannot be decided

17.

on and introduced overnight.
Notices drafted and printed:

Detailed policies have to be agreed and
ill-prepared relaxations could be

damaging to the Government and to the Bank.

The time necessary to

implement a decision to alter an existing control obviously depends on
the complexity of what is proposed.

In particular, the proposal to

reintroduce sterling finance for third country trade will need to be
discussed with the banks and with the various representative bodies
of the merchants before it can be fully articulated and implemented.
In the case of other changes, it would be our objective to implement
immediately after announcement if at all possible.

f

11th May 1979.

SECRET
SCHEDULE OF PROPOSED EXCHANGE CONTROL RELAXATIONS

Area of relaxation

Proposed measure

1.

(a) A · generous ration of
official exchange
(say, £5 mn. per
project per annum)
for new outward
direct investment
as currently defined
(i.e . , expertise by
the investor and
participation in
management) .

Authorisation by Bank
of England is still
necessary to rule ou
disguised portfolio
but possible to
delegate provision
of additional
capital for existing
investments.

(b) Existing borrowing
repayable in five
equal annual
instalments.
(New
borrowing repayable
over five years to
the extent that
repayment cannot
be met from the
ration. )

Authorisation by Bank
of England
necessary.

(c) Abandon the twothirds requirement.

This rule is burdensome administrativel
and causes a good
deal of bad feeling
with those investors
who are subject to
it.
(It applies
only where the UK
parent has a
majority shareholding. ) .

Outward direct
investment
Estimated maximum
potential
outflow:
£700 mn.
annually.

Comments

~

2.

Outward portfolio
investment

(a) Estimated at a
maximum of £50 mn.
annually.

(b)

Nil

(a) Official exchange to
be allowed to meet
the interest on
foreign currency
borrowing taken to
finance portfolio
investment.

At present interest
has to be met from
the income and any
shortfall from
investment currency.-

(b) In the case of
portfolios financed
by borrowing,
investors no longer
to be required to
maintain cover in
the form of foreign
currency securities,
the market value of
which is at least
equal to 115% of the
borrowing.

Both of these changes
will tend to reduce
the premium in the
investment currency
market by encQuragin r
the use of borrowing
and, in the second
case, by releasing
premiumworthy
securities.

SECHET
2 SCHEDULE OF PROPOSED EXCHANGE CONTROL HELAXATIONS

Area of relaxation
3.

Proposed measure

(CONTINUED)

Comments

Personal capital
Estimated maximum
effect:

..(a) £175 mn.once for
'all.

(a) Uniform emigration
allowance of
£200,000.

Would be delegated
(as now) .

Uniform dependants' Would be delegated
and gifts
(as now) .
allowances combined
at £10,000.

(b) Negligible

(b)

(e) £10 mn.annually.

(c) £100,000 per annum
in official
exchange for
. holiday homes.

No premium on sale,
even where premium
originally paid. No
further delegation
possible while
holiday homes
restricted to one pel
family unit. This
relaxation is
recommended because
the present
restrictions require
an excessive
administrative effort
to prevent a
negligible capital
outflow.

(a) Reintroduction of
sterling finance
for third country
trade.

Moni toring vlould
involve returns to
the Bank of England.

Miscellaneous

4.

( a)

(i) £250 mn. once
for all.

(ii) Say £400 mn.

(i) by merchants
subject to
monitoring
and, if need
be, limits;

In the , case of:(i) the method of
monitoring
should be
discussed with
the appropriate
trade associatioI
before
implementation.

(ii) both the method
(ii) by banks
of roonitoring
, subject to
and of
monitoring
liberalisation
and within
will need to be
a predetermined
discussed with
overall ceiling,
the banks beforE
to be reviewed
implementation.
from time to time.
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SCHEDULE OF PROPOSED EXCHANGE CONTROL RELAXATIONS (CONTINUED)

Area of relaxation

Proposed measure

4. Miscellaneous (cont.)

(b) £50 mn.annually.

(b) Remove restriction
on import of gold
coin.

Comments

APPENDIX 1

The Structure of Exchange Control
Exchange control restrictions are not applied to current
account transactions because of IMP and other international
obligations.

However, these transactions have to be monitored

to ensure that they are not capital transactions in disguise.

Not

all capital transactions are restricted - by and large non-residents
are free to invest their capital in this country and to repatriate
the income and liquidation proceeds.

The brunt of our restrictive

i
I

controls (as opposed to monitoring controls) therefore falls on

.j

tends to complicate and introduce delays into the system.)

j

j

j -_...

!
}

capital transactions by residents.

(But monitoring controls

;

!

I
!

There are three broad categories of

cap~tal

transactions

which exchange control rules permit, subject to various conditions.
They are outward direct investment, outward portfolio investment in
foreign currency securities and certain specified personal capital
transactions (emigration, holiday homes, gifts and legacies).
Anything which cannot be accommodated under one or other of these
headings is unlikely to be allowed - basically because anything else
is likely to open the door further to short-term and/or speculative
transactions (see paragraph 8 re leads and lags).
Outward Direct Investment
Most outward direct investment is financed from profit
retentions (companies controlled by UK residents are expected to
repatriate two-thirds of net taxes profits).

Almost all the rest

is financed by foreign currency borrowing - either by the
subsidiary under parent guarantee or by the parent itself.
Guarantees are rarely called and hence direct investment financed
by the borrowing of subsidiaries rarely affects our market.
Borrowing taken by the parent itself is repayable with official
exchange to the extent that the parent can demonstrate that the
investment had produced benefits received in this country across
the exchanges.

So far as outward direct investment is concerned,

therefore, the principal and intended effect of Exchange Control

- _
......

~

...... ..-.-.--

.):;.
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is to defer the initial cost to the reserves/official market.
This illustrates one important characteristic of Exchange Control,
namely, that it is focussed primarily on the UK's short-term
external financial position.
Outward Portfolio Investment
Outward portfolio investment in foreign currency
securities is allowed by means of investment currency or by means
of foreign currency - borrowing, subject to some fairly onerous
conditions.

Such foreign currency borrowing can be repaid only

out of the sales proceeds of the securities or with investment
currency.

The effect of the controls in this area, therefore,

is to ensure that no part of the cost can fallon the reserves/
official market at any

time~

(We did, of course, make a minor

relaxation for certain EEC securities under which borrowing may
be repaid with official exchange over five years.)
Personal Capital Movements
So far

aS~

the various personal cap5.tal movements are

concerned, the rules vary according to the transaction:

there is

a ration of official exchange for emigrants but any balance of
i

sterling assets is released _after four years;

t

restricted to one per family unit and, if bought from non-residents,

i

1
)

i
i

holiday homes are

.

must be paid for through the investment currency market;

there is

an annual limit on gifts, but legacies may be freely remitted in
official exchange.

None of these items is really important in

terms of potential cost, but all need a degree of restriction in
order to buttress other parts of the control.
Transactions by Banks
It would, of course, be impossible for Exchange Control
to fulfil its objectives unless it also restricted banks' operations '
for their own account.

Each bank is therefore subject to a combined

limit on its open position against sterling and its spot against
forward position in foreign currency.

SECRE'r
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The Effects of Exchange Control
The main ~ractical effects of Exchange Control may be
summarised as follows:(a) It defers the outflow of resident capital to finance
direct investment overseas.
(b) It prevents the outflow of resident capital to finance
portfolio investment overseas.
(c) It prevents resident and non-resident speculation
against sterling by most of the more obvious methods .
However, there are powerful factors affecting the country ' s

I

external position which Exchange Control does not, or cannot,
control.

Thus, there are no restrictions on payments for

-+_.-.-

current

1

of non-resident capital into this country or its repatriation and

l

account transactions, no restrictions on the introduction

very little chance of moderating leading and lagging within wide

1

margins

on either current or capital account, whether by

!

residents or non-residents.
EEC Obligations
In practical terms our obligations under the Directives

are to liberalise within the EEC direct investment, investment in
real estate, specified . personal capital movements (gifts, legacies,
and various transfers and payments arising from emigration and
immigration), trade credit up to five years, certain miscellaneous
transactions of a minor nature and operations in quoted securities .
We have Commission authority to maintain restrictions on outward
direct investment, gifts by residents, purchase of holiday homes
by residents, emigrants ' capital and operations In foreign currency
securities by residents.

,~
<
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EXCHANGE CONTROL IN G.IO COUNTRIES
SUMMARY
1.

The IMF summarise the situation as:
Exchange Control restrictions on:
Current Transactions

---- ----

Capital transactions
by residents

Belgium

No

No

Canada

No

No

France

No

Yes

Germany

No

No

Italy

Yes

Yes

Japan

No

Yes

Netherlands

No

No

Sweden

No

Yes

USA

No

No

Italian current accopnt restrictions have little practical
significance.
2 . Capital

On the capital side the table above is concerned with
transactions by residents.

The attached country notes also cover

operations by non-residents and indicate, where appropriate, other
(non - EC) devices used to control flows.

Many countries have

arrangements to prevent "undesirable" investment in local industry .
Non-resident issues on local capital markets are generally subject
to some sort of control, not necessarily for external reasons .
In summary, and to the best of our knowledge, the
individual country positions are:
(a) Belgium - Most capital transactions may be effected
without restriction through the free market although
certain operations including some direct investment
attract the official rate .

-

2 -

(b) France - All capital transactions are subject to
controls but these are operated very liberally to the
extent that in most cases permissions are automatic.
Lending to non-residents is strictly controlled.
(c) Italy

- Inward aDd outward movements of non-resident

capital are free.

A deposit requirement (basically 50%)

applies to outward transfers of resident-owned capital
for both portfolio and direct investment.

The issue

of securities to non-residents is restricted.
(d) Japan - Inward direct investment is strictly controlled,
inward portfolio requires approval which at present is
usually given.

Outward direct investment is subject to

approval only for the banking and securities industries,
while outward portfolio investment is subject to
approval which is freely given.

Lending to

non-residents is controlled.
(e) Netherlands - Following major simplification in
September 1977, most capit.al transactions either enjoy
blanket freedom or are permitted by general licence.
Borrowing from non-residents is still restricted and
the issue of securities to non-residents also requires
permission.
(f) Sweden - Control of outward direct and inward and outward
portfolio investment is restrictive.

Inward direct

investment is relatively free.
(g) Canada, Germany and the USA - Apart from some residual
restrictions on capital inflow in Germany there are no
exchange controls in these countries.
Sweden appears to operate the most restrictive controls.
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COUNTRY NOTES
BELGIUM
Controls are administered jointly with Luxembourg.

From

1955 the authorities have relied largely on a two - tier spot foreign
exchange market to influence capital flows.

Since 1971 the

system has operated broadly as follows:(a) current transactions (other than interest, profits and
dividends) are settled through the official market;
(b) IPD, and the repatriation of certain foreign long-term
investments, can be channelled through either market;
(c) other capital transactions must go through the free market,
apart from certain direct investments and capital transfers
which, when individually licensed, may go through the
official market.
While, in theory, speculative pressures should be reflected mainly
on the financial (free) rate, in practice the two rates rarely
diverge significantly.

The reasons for this probably include

evasion of the cumbersome monitoring mechanism, substitutability
between the two markets resulting from (b) above, intervention
by the central bank in the financial market, and leads and lags in
commercial payments .
From time to time the authorities have introduced temporary
measures such as changes to timing rules for commercial payments
and restrictions on the payment of interest on, and the growth in,
certain non-resident deposits.

No such restrictions are in effect

at the present, although the rules on commercial payments (to
counter leads and lags) are rigidly enforced .

CANADA
No exchange controls (since 1951).

Inward direct

investment is subject to approval by the Foreign Investment Review
Agency.

APPENDIX 2
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Capital movements are subject.to extensive controls but,
in practice, are treated in a liberal manner.
(a) Inward direct investment by non-residents and by non-resident
controlled French companies must be declared to the
Ministry of Economics ,

Prior authorisation is required

for most transactions involving the import of capital.
Authorisation is usually automatic, subject to foreign
currency financing conditions, which are liberally applied
where a new' company is being established I bu t more strictly
to the purchase of or participation in an existing company.
A transactions control is used to prevent "undesirable"
investments, but does not apply to investments by
residents of the EEC and of former French colonies and

~ ---

dependencies.
(b) Outward direct investment must be reported to the
Ministry of Economics, and requires prior authorisation
if a capital movement in excess of F.Fcs.3 ron. is
involved.

Again, authorisation is virtually automatic.

Foreign exchange financing requirements (generally 50%)
are only applied to investments in excess of F.Fcs.10 mn.
(c) Borrowing abroad generally requires the prior authorisation
of the Hinister of Economics.

Lending abroad is subject

to authorisation by the Bank of France;
is effectively prohibited.

lending in francs

The prior authorisation of the

Minister of Economics is required for most foreign issues
on the French capital market.
(d) Inward and outward portfolio investment in quoted securities
is freely permitted.

For non-quoted securities, authority

from the Bank of France is required.
After a period of almost complete liberalisation,
extensive exchange controls were re-imposed follovling the 1968
disturbances.

In the following five years, the controls were -

liberalised and tightened as need arose.

An improvement in the

external situation following the devaluation of the franc in
August 1969 led t.o some relaxations, particularly on outward
investment
inflows.
I

$

The dollar crisis of early 1971 brought controls against
A dual exchange market was introduced in August 1971,

comprising an official market for traqe, trade-related current
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invisibles and current official transactions and a financial market
for all others.

The dual market was suspended and controls on

trade transactions relaxed when France jo in ed the snake in March 1973,
and most current and personal transactions were liberalised in
August 1973.

Since then, the only changes have been minor

amendments to the controls on direct investment.

GERMANY
There has been both resident and non-resident convertib ility
since 1958.
The strength of the economy has led to inflow, to which
the authorities have responded with a variety of controls: (a) Discriminatory reserve requirements on banks' non-resident
liabilities;

these were suspended last May.

Non-interest-

bearing deposits were also required on companies' direct
foreign borrowings in the early 1970s.
(b) Preferential outward swaps with the commercial banks, which
were abandoned in 1971.
(c) Restrictions on interest payments on non-resident accounts
(not currently in force).
(d) Bans on non-resident net purchases of securities;

at

present purchases of money market paper and securities
with under four years to maturity are prohibited.
(e) Foreign borrowing required authorisation until 1974 .
A two-tier

mark~t

has been considered but rejected because of

administrative difficulti.es.

ITALY
Although the Italians have aimed during the post-war period,
and particularly in the late 1950s and the 1960s when the current
account was regularly in strong surplus, to liberalise exchange
controls, pr essures in recent years have been such that a series
of ad hoc measures have had to be imposed.

Although there has

been renewed liberalisation as the economy has stabilised, many
restrfctions remain.

These include:-

-
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1. Current transactions
(a) Visible trade:

Advance payments for most imports must be

made with foreign currency borrowed from authorised banks;
a similar scheme for deferred export payments was abolished
last year.
and imports

Deferred payments arrangements on exports
wer~

designed to benefit the official reserves.

(b) Invisibles: Travel allowances are fairly stringent, although
additional allocations of foreign exchange can be granted
for preferred purposes.

There are also restrictions

on exports of bank notes by non-resident travellers, and
generally on exports of large-denomination notes.
2. Capital transactions
(a) Inward and outward movements of non-resident capital are
free, other than certain loans which require authorisation.
(b) A deposit requirement applies to outward transfers by
residents for direct and portfolio investments, financial
loans, real estate purchases and personal capital

mov~~ents;

a non-interest-bearing lira deposit, normally equivalent
to 50% of the transfer, is required, although in practice
this is not applied for direct investments, for insurance
companies, or fOF certain EEC transactions.

Specific

authorisation for direct investments is required in certain
cases, but is normally granted.

Resident portfolio

investment in foreign financial institutions requires
prior approval, although in practice investment in
foreign funds authorised to be traded in Italy is free,
such trading only being permitted if, for instance,
Italian securities are included in the portfolio.
Financial loans and credits (other than certain
transactions with EEC countries) are severely restricted.
(c) Security issues by non-residents on Italian capital markets
are normally restricted to international institutions.
Other attempts to ease pressure on the lira have included
a short-lived dual foreign exchange market, severe import deposit
requirements, taxes and deposit requirements on foreign exchange
transactions, and an amnesty on illegally-exported capital.

.'
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JAPAN
Capital controls appear to be as follows:
(i) Outward direct investment:

no formal approval is needed

except in the banking and securities industries.
(ii)

Outward portfolio investment:

(iii) Inward direct

~hvestment

permission is freely given.

in certain (mainly primary)

industries has to be licensed.

Licences are also needed

where intended foreign participation exceeds prescribed
percentages, and where . the Japanese firm concerned
does not consent.

(Effectively, therefore, control

can be tight.)
(iv) Inward P?rtfolio investment technically requires approval
but this is granted freely.
(v) Lending to non-residents is controlled.

Yen bond issues

can be made in Tokyo and by selected borrowers (mainly
governments).

Underwriters of such issues are subject

to close official guidance, as is bank lending in foreign
currency, and almost certainly in yen also.
match 60% of outstanding drawings on
1.

medium~

loans with borrowings of one year or more.
bonds (only three so far)

Banks must
and long-term
Euro-yen

also require approval.

Capital controls are pervasive and have chillBed frequently
since 1968.

Laws are generally restrictive but particular

restrictions can be eased administratively.

(Legislation now

tmminent should make the system generally liberal, with exceptions.)
Informal controls ("guidance") are of major importance.
In 1968 most capital transactions required prior approval.
Subsequently the trend has been towards liberalisation, but with
short periods when controls on inflows or, less frequently, outflows
have been intensified.
Controls on inflows, notably 1971-72 and 1977-78, have
included restrictions on purchases of Japanese securities,
reserve requirements on non-resident free-yen accounts and controls
over borrowing from non-residents.
"

These have been · accompanied "

by a more liberal approach to outflows, notably by opening Tokyo
to foreign yen bond issues and encouraging syndicated bank lending
in yen and dollars,.
In the 1974-75 crisis, however, restrictions on inward

.

-
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portfolio investment were relaxed and reserve requirements on
non-resident free-yen accounts abolished.

Controls over outflows

were tightened (outward portfolio and foreign currency lending
to non-residents).

NETHERLANDS
In 1977 the exchange control system was simplified by
conversion to a "positive basis":'

with a few explicit exceptions

all prohibitions under the Exchange Control Decree of 1945 were
lifted by ministerial order .

However, the legislation to enforce

controls remains on the statute book.

Restrictions currently

include:-

(i) The placing of foreign issues in the Netherlands requires
permission (in order to regulate pressures on the domestic
capital market) .
(ii) lICapital inflows resulting from borrowing require permission",
so that undesirable upward pressures on the exchange rate
can be countered;

a ban on such borrowing was lifted in

January.
(iii) Residents have to effect international payments through
authorised banks, for monitoring purposes.
During the late 1950s the Dutch external position improved
and by 1963 current transactions had been liberalised, most capital
transactions had become subject to general license, and the
capital markets had been re-opened for -approved foreign bond issues.
The Dutch have over the years attempted to counter inflows
by:(a) setting up a separate free foreign exchange market for
capital transactions;
(b) restricting banks' net foreign liabilities;
(c) establishing a closed circuit for non-resident bond
holdings, effectively preventing further foreign
acquisitions;
(d) prohibiting interest payments on certain non-resident
accounts and imposing negative interest charges on their
growth;

and imposing discriminatory reserve ratios on

external deposits.
None of these controls is currently in effect.

·..
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SWEDEN
Although current payments are exempt from controls, many
restrictions on residents' capital transactions remain.

Outward

direct investment requires individual authorisation, which is
normally granted only if the balance of payments is to benefit.
Transfers on emigration and real estate purchases abroad are subject
to ceilings.

Foreign borrowing by residents requires authorisation,

but . is normally permitted if its term exceeds five years and if it
will bring long-term benefit to the balance of payments, but
residents are not normally permitted to extend financial loans
to non-residents.
external positions.

Authorised banks are given ceilings on their net
Authorisation is not normally granted for

residents to purchase foreign securities from non-residents.
Non-residents usually receive authorisation to make direct
investments in Sweden, as long as not more than 50% is financed
domestically, but issues of bonds and shares in Sweden are not
normally permitted.

Portfolio investments by non-residents in

domestic currency securities are normally only permitted through
switch operations.

Non-residents can, however, freely purchase

foreign securities from residents.
Exchange controls on capital transactions, in force since
1939, were initially primarily to assist domestic monetary policy,
but over the past ten years or so have been maintained on balance
of payments grounds.

Indeed, in recent years the aim has been

to encourage inflows, primarily through long-term borrowing.
USA
No exchange controls.
Between July 1963 and January 1974, an Interest
Equalisation Tax was in force which was designed to increase the
cost to foreigners of long-term borrowing on the US capital market:
the tax rate was adjusted periodically.

In February 1965 a

Voluntary Foreign Credit Restraint programme was introduced to
restrain the growth in foreign claims on US banks and non-bank
financial institutions;
investment abroad .

and to limit the growth in company direct

This programme was tightened in 1966, 1967, a.nd

again in January 1968 when controls on company investment were made
mandatory and a moratorium was imposed on net transfers by US
investors to developed European countries.
in 1974.

All this was dismantled

,
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EXChANGE CONTROL RELAXATIONS
I attach a paper about exchange control relaxations prepared in
the Treasury but reflecting also a good deal of consultation with
the Bank. In preparing the paper, and this . cover note, we have also
had in mind the paper dated 4 May from Professor Douglas Hague which
No 10 sent on to the Treasury on 9 May.
1.
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2 . The purpos8_ of the paper is to start the process of deciding on
the relaxations which could be announced in the Budget , and to take
your view in particular on the pri~ity areas for relaxation .

3.

We are all agreed that, quite apart from the Government's
political commitment, the time has come to make a substantial
move to reduce exchange controls . However I suggest that you may
want to take account of the following factors in deciding on the
scale and direction of the relaxations .
4. The first point is that sterling is a more exposed currency
than those of our European neighbours, with the possible exception
now only of the German mark. London is still the largest European
financial centre, sterling is still an important trading currency,
the London market in Government stock is the largest outside the
United States, we still have a high proportion of major international
companies relative to GNP and a high proportion of overseas assets .
We are probably still more "internationalised fl financially than
any of our European partners . This helps to make sterling
a relatively volatile currency: it is easy to get into and out of
it . It is not wholly fair to quote as an example of volatility
1
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what has happened since 20 I"larch, in view of the election and the
previous Gavernment's change in intervention tactics in early April.
However it is true that between 20 March and 10 April sterling rose
4% on the dollar and 5% on the effective rate, and that after
intermediate ups and downs it is now 3% below 10 April on the dollar
and 2~% on the effective rate.

5.

The second point I would like to make is that some types of
exchange control relaxation seem more likely to increase this
volatility than others. Greater freedom on personal transactions
and on direct investment overseas look less likely to do this than
relaxations on the use of sterling in third country trade and
portfolio investment. The distinction is not clear cut.
Relaxations on direct investment are more likely to effect the
financing of overseas investment than whether it take's place at all.
Accordingly a switch to financing in sterling by a company investing
overseas could be just as much a bet on the future course of
sterling as a portfolio investment in US or European securities.
On the whole however we think there is less likely to be ?a swift
reaction to, say, a patch of sterling weakness in the direct
investment field than in portfolio investment or third country tr~de.
Moreover relaxations on direct investment can be of direct help to
British industry.To the extent that it increased investment, it
would mean a build up of more assets for the post-oil period.
There were some relaxations, later reversed, on direct investment
in the BEC in 1972/3. For all these reasons we would recommend
priority of relaxation for direct overseas investment. The
illustrative package discussed in the attached paper is ~haped
accordingly.

~

\~
~

6. l"'Iy third point relates to the impact on sterling of exchange
control relaxations, and to the Budget. I think it very likely that
the impact of the Budget propez on the exchange markets will be much
more important than the impact of exchange 'control relaxations.
If the Budget impresses the market as leading to a lower PSBR and
lower M3 growth, the impact on sterling will be favourable and will
not be much offset by exchange control relaxations, perhaps the
contrary. Per contra if the market is disappointed about the
2
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monetary prospect, the exchange control relaxations would probably
simply add a bit to the adverse effect on sterling.

7.

This is logical enough. Ivluch more use is likely to be made of
exchange control relaxations if sterling looks weak than if it looks
strong. I'1y fourth point is therefore to say that we cannot offer
very useful estimates of the probable impact of particular
relaxations on the capital account. We must ask that our guesses be
taken with a pinch of salt.
8. Fifthly, I would not expect exchange control relaxation to do a
very great deal to offset the effects on the exchange rate of North
Sea oil. This is partly a question of scale. There is also the
Dutch experience: large overseas investment, but the guilder has
stayed very strong. Market sentiment is weightier than moderate
changes in flows.

,

9.

Finally, he would be a bold man who would say with complete
confidence that we have put balance of payments troubles behind
us for a decade or more because of North Sea oil. We are in bare
balance on current account and real personal disposible income has
been rising fast and looks like going on doing so in the immediate
future. We have a heavy propensity to import. It is, alas, not
inconceivable that we could get into deficit at some point in spite of
North Sea oil.
We have discussed the attached paper with the Bank, whose
perceptions of what ought to be done are, I think,close to our own,
though there may be some differences of emphasis. We would like to
consult also the Departments of Trade and Industry when we have your
approval and an indication of your views. We may also have a
problem with the European Commission. The relaxations in our
illustrative package do not distinguish between the BEC and the
rest of the world and it is possible that they will press for some
differentiation. Meanwhile the US are already pressing us not to
differentiate in any relaxations we decide to make. They have
been very hot on "discrimination'!.
10.

3
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11 . The conclusions I would recommend to you, with the broad agreement
of the Bank as described, are:i. make a substantial first move in the Budget but take
relaxation in stages;
ii. give priority to relaxation on direct investment, but with
a useful move on the use of sterling in third country trade by
merchants, who were hit hardest by the 1976 restrictions and
then represented two-thirds of the field;
iii. reserve a final decision on scale until we are sure of the
post-Budget PSBR and M3 target, and can take a view of their
likely impact on the market.
12. May we have authority to discuss with the Departments of Trade
and Industry, and also very cautiously and tentatively with the
European Commission, relaxations on the lines of the illustrative
package in the paper attached?

K E COUZENS
11 May 1979
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EXCHANGE CONTROL

The Chancellor has indicated on several occasions that he would like to make an early
relaxation of exchange control. Some action here has been widely expected and would
be welcomed by the CBI and others. This paper sum marises the case for relaxation and
illustrates the sort of package that could be announced in the Budget.

2.

The first argument for relaxation is that it is becoming increasingly difficult to

justify our present elaborate exchange control regime. Controls have economic costs.
They distort particular decisions about the best use of resources. They also impose administrative costs - not only on government depart men ts and the Bank of England but also on
the commercial banks, the stockbrokers and the solicitors who act as the Bank's unpaid
agents* and on the individuals and firms who have to comply with them.

3.

If it is generally agreed that the controls are necessary to achieve some important

national objective, then such costs are willingly borne. For several reasons that condition
is increasingly less fulfilled than it once was. North Sea oil has provided a new source
of strength to our external position - though it remains to be seen whether even North
Sea oil will be enough to offset for long other adverse trends in our economic performance
and circumstances. Moreover, and more important, it is no longer generally accepted
that exchange controls permit the government to run the economy at a higher pressure
of demand. Inflation is now widely regarded as the prior constraint.
4.

More positively, some would argue that relaxation of exchange control would be

a good way of improving the outlook for the non-oil sector of the economy. The -argument
is that the exchange rate is being maintained unnaturally high by North Sea oil thus reducing
competitiveness and running down our manufacturing base. Views differ on the strength
of this argument. It is probable that exchange control relaxations would improve competitiveness
for a time; but no one can say for sure how long such an effect would last. Sooner or
later the initial gain in competitiveness is likely to be eroded by a higher rate of inflation
than would otherwise have occurred.

5.

There are other arguments for relaxation:-

(i)

Because of the EEC Treaty provisions, we need the authority of the Commission
to maintain our exchange control regime. This will become increasingly difficult
to secure if we do not agree to move towards the fulfilment of our obligations.

* The cost to the Bank of England has been separately identified at £14 million a year
(compared with public sector costs in collecting VAT of £85 million in 1977/78).
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(ii)

The United States and Germany have also been pressing us to relax our present
regime.

(iii)

We rely on the co-operation of the business community to administer our regime.
We are more likely to continue to secure it if we show early progress with
relaxation.

(iv)

6.

Some small but useful public expenditure savings could be secured.

There is thus a good case for an im mediate package of relaxations. On the other

hand we must not forget that sterling is a particularly exposed currency. The outlook
for our exchange rate is very uncertain. We must not take excessive risks that could jeopardize
the achievement of other Government objectives. And we certainly would not want to
be forced to reimpose controls which the Government had taken public credit for abolishing.

Effects of relaxing controls
7.

The precise macro-economic consequences of relaxing exchange controls depend

on the particular monetary and exchange rate policies being pursued by the government
at the time. This paper looks only at the direct effect that relaxation might be expected
to have in stimulating balance of payments outflows.

8.

Exchange controls cause companies and individuals to hold, in net terms, more sterling

assets and fewer foreign currency assets than they would otherwise. While current controls
allow a good deal of overseas investment to take place, both direct and portfolio, they
severely restrict the amount of investment that can be financed out of official exchange
(that is, foreign currency purchased in the foreign exchange market at the current market
rate). The main effect of the relaxations discussed in this paper would be to allow investors
to use sterling resources to acquire overseas assets, instead of requiring them, as now,
to match these assets with foreign currency liabilities. They would thereby be permitted
to increase the net foreign currency component in their portfolios.

9.

The impact of relaxing controls on balance of payments flows is likely to be much

greater in the short run than in the long. The main outflow will result from a once-over
rearrangement of asset holdings. In some cases this 'stock shift' effect may take years
rather than months to accomplish where direct investment plans have to be modified or
existing financing arrangements run off. But eventually, once firms have succeeded in
shifting their assets to reflect their preferred balance between domestic and foreign currency
assets, the scale of outflows is likely to be much reduced. Even in the long run, however,
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there is likely to be some continuing effect on capital flows, since a higher proportion
of additional investible funds will tend to go overseas in the absence of controls. On the
other hand, there will be an increased flow of income from abroad, as a result of a higher
stock of foreign assets, which will benefit the current account.
10.

The proportion of their total net assets which firms and individuals wish to hold

in sterling at any point in time is of course highly sensitive to speculative factors. The
effect of relaxing exchange controls at the outset and thereafter is therefore likely to
be critically dependent on the state of confidence in sterling. Whenever sterling is strong,
people will prefer to hold sterling assets rather than sell them. Conversely, whenever
confidence in sterling is very weak, then the outflows could be very large as investors
took the opportunity to switch out of sterling on a substantial scale.

11.

It is not possible to estimate the effects of particular relaxations with any assurance.

Much depends on how far advantage is taken of the relaxation. Some restrictions have
been in force for forty years, and we can have little idea of how people woulsJ.-.,behave
in their absence. If exchange controls - especially on portfolio investment - were abolished
altogether, the outflow of sterling could be very large indeed. Moreover confidence in
~I'",
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sterling is not yet as firmly established as we should like. In the short term much depends
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further ahead, there are fears about inflation.
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Given all these uncertainties we ought not to proceed too rapidly to dismantle our exchange
controls. We should retain a significant basis of control for the time being, together with
all the powers conferred on the Treasury by the Exchange Control Act 1947.
1 Z.

The rest of this paper outlines an illustrative package of exchange control changes.

We are not at this stage firmly recommending this particular combination of measures,
which is one of many combinations which might be devised. But it does in our view constitute
a balanced and internally consistent example of the sort of package which should be examined
further when we are in a position to assess the likely effect on the balance of payments,
confidence, and the exchange rate of the Budget and of other relevant policy decisions.
It is extremely difficult to estimate - even approximately - the outflow which individual
relaxations might generate. The total effect in the coming financial year might be about

£ i-£li billion with a lesser continuing effect thereafter. This range is intended to cover
the most likely outcomes on reasonably neutral assumptions about what may happen to
confidence in sterling. But if confidence in sterling were either exceptionally strong or
exceptionally weak the outflow could be outside this range.
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13.

The general considerations to be taken into account in choosing which relaxations

to put into the package include:
i.

how far a relaxation would tend to result in volatile and destabilising capital
flows;

H.

whether there is reason to suppose that some particular benefit to the UK
will follow from the measure in question;

iii.

the cost of the existing control, both for the authorities and for those affected
by the control (particularly in commerce and industry) whose co-operation
is needed for the system to be effective;

iv.

the preservation of a coherent and credible exchange control system covering
the restrictions which have to remain;

v.

international obligations and pressures, particularly under the EE9: Treaty
(see paragraph 5(i) above).

14.

As explained in paragraph 6 above, we advocate a gradual approach to the dismantling

of exchange control. We think that in these first and immediate measures the Chancellor
should give priority to relaxations of controls on outward direct investment. Once portfolio
controls are dismantled, other controls become redundant or impossible to enforce: UK
residents would in practice be able to hold foreign currency balances with little hindrance
so that we should be widely exposed to destabilising capital flows. The same problem
does not arise in the case of outward direct investment and it is possible to confine the
eff ect of relaxations of relevant controls to that area.
15.

Some would argue that controls on outward direct investment should be retained

on the grounds that overseas investment competes directly with domestic investment
for scarce financial and managerial resources and creates capacity abroad which may
displace UK exports. In our view, the balance of evidence on these issues, though far
from conclusive, suggests that such fears are unjustified.
16.

Other positive arguments for giving priority to outward direct investment controls

are:

i.

it would be very difficult to justify continued restrictions on the freedom of
firms undertaking direct investment overseas to choose between the possible
ways of financing it if at the same time portfolio investors had been given
substantial freedom of choice.
'-' uN FIDENTIAL
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ii.

although, in general, our controls affect the financing of over seas investment
r ather than the investment itself, it is probable that some small firms are
impeded in their investment decisions by the existence of controls. Relaxation
in this area would be consistent with the Government's desire to simplify procedures
aff ecting small firms.

iii.

the CBI have indicated a preference for relaxations on outward direct if it
is necessary to proceed one step at a time.

iv.

the EEC Commission have expressed a clear preference for an early move
in this area - indeed our Treaty obligation was to liberalise here first.

17.

On the whole, therefore, we would advise putting the main weight of an initial relaxation

on outward direct investment, and in our illustrative package we have included the following:
i.

the introduction of a "ration" of official exchange of £2m per project per year.
This means that irivestors will be able to draw on their domestic sterling resources
up to this limit; under existing rules only a minority of investments qualify
for sterling finance (see (ii) below), and others have generally to use borrowed
foreign currency or retained profits;

ii.

the enlargement of the super-criterion f acili ty. At present this allows investors
who can recover the cost of their investment within 18 months to use official
exchange up to a limit of £250,000 or half the cost of the investment, whichever
is greater. The EEC figure is £500,000 with a pay-back period of 3 years • .
In future the pay-back period would be 3 years worldwide and would allow
the whole cost of the investment to be met from sterling resources;

iii.

the provision of official exchange without limit for investment in the exploration
for and exploitation of raw materials needed by UK industry. We particularly
favour this. Anything which encourages these activities benefits the UK as
a major consumer of raw materials; investing here is a risky business and there
is a particularly good case for allowing companies to use internally generated
capital rather than borrowed foreign currency;

iv.

to allow companies who will still be required to borrow foreign currency (or
who prefer to do so, as many will) to repay it in annual instalments over five
years from the date of borrowing. At present they can only repay as matching
benefits are received in the UK. Existing borrowing could be repaid in five
CONFIDENTIAL
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equal instalments from the date of the relaxation. In practice many companies
prefer to keep their foreign currency borrowing long after they are entitled
to repay it; but more freedom would be welcome to investors and would streamline
the controls.

v.

to reduce the proportion of overseas earnings which outward investors are
required to repatriate from two thirds to one half (and thus to increase the
proportion that they can reinvest overseas from one third to one half). While
we limit access to official exchange for investors who have no overseas earnings
it would be unreasonable to allow investors who do have such earnings unlimited
use of what amounts to official exchange (i.e. forgone inflows); but it is consistent
with a £2m ration to reduce the size of the repatriation requirement • .

vi.

greater freedom for UK companies to use the disinvestment proceeds of one
investment to payoff unrelated borrowing taken for another investment.
This is a minor technical relaxation for the bigger companies which follows
logically from (iv).

These relaxations - the largest part of the package - would be likely to produce continuing
outflows (though the outflows might be largest in early years as some of the existing stock
of foreign currency borrowing was run down). In due course there will be an increased
and continuing inflow on current account as net !PD flows increase. The ration of £2 million
per project per year would have the greatest single effect; possibly £ 1 to £ 1 billion annually • .
This estimate allows for the possibility that many firms are likely to want to continue
to match the currencies of their assets and liabilities by borrowing foreign currency.
When the other elements are added the total cost to the balance of payments of this part
of the package reaches a range of £1 to £ i billion per year. A breakdown is in the table
at Annex A.

18.

It would be possible to go further than our illustrative package. One possibility

would be to introduce a £Sm direct investment "ration", which would subsume the relaxations
.
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at paragraph 17(ii) and (iii) above and would be ~lDpler to administe...l'2 On the other hand
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it would be a good deal more expensive.

Outward portfolio investment

19.

Outward portfolio investment under current rules is allowed only through the

investment currency market or, in some cases, through foreign currency borrowing. Total
abolition of the controls would be likely to cause a very substantial outflow in the short
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the level of the investment currency premium (now around 25% but quite recently

between 40% and 60%) shows a considerable potential demand for foreign currency securities.
The economy would also become more exposed to the risk of volatile movements of capital
by UK residents. Also, freedom for portfolio investment would make it very hard to prevent
evasion of such controls as remained in other areas. These disadvantages apply, albeit
to a lesser extent, to liberalising in stages. But, in any case, more study is needed of
the practical problems which would be raised by gradual relaxation of the portfolio rules.
We have for example considered the possibility (also advocated by Mr Hague in the paper
he sent to the Prime Minister on 4 May) of feeding money into the investment currency
market in order to reduce the premium. We hope to give this idea, which would need
legislation, further consideration along with other possibilities later in the summer, perhaps
for inclusion in a later package. The present package does however include two modest
gestures;
i.

abolish 115% cover needed for loan portfolios. Present rules require residents
investing overseas to maintain cover, in the form of foreign currency securities
or investment currency, worth 115% of the value of loans taken out for portfolio
investment. This has the effect of increasing the premium at times when
overseas Stock Exchanges are falling and is an irritant for investors;

H.

allow official exchange for interest payments. Present rules require interest
on foreign currency borrowing to be met out of income from the securities
purchased or from additional foreign currency borrowing; any shortfall has
to be financed by buying investment currency. (In any case, we have recently
had legal advice that within the EEC these rules are in breach of our EEC
obligations.)

(i) above will not cause any outflow. (H) could cause an annual outflow of E3O-40m.

Third country trade
20.

Up to 1976 sterling could be used more or less freely by merchants to finance any

third-country trade and by banks to finance trade involving a country in the Overseas
Sterling Area. UK merchants protested vigorously when this was stopped and they were
obliged to borrow foreign currency (though at least some merchants may now prefer this,
especially if sterling stays strong). It would not be prudent to allow sterling to be used
generally for third country trade. To do so would, as we saw in 1976, greatly increase
the scope for speculative flows; and it would also be a step back towards a wider use
of sterling as an international and reserve currency, with the restrictions and constraints
that accompany that role. Nevertheless, it could be argued that it is unduly restrictive
in present circumstances to prevent UK merchants from using their own

CUNFIDENTIAL
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business; they say that the present rule reduces their profits and it certainly complicates

their business. At -the same time, there has been pressure from UK banks for the facility
to be restored to them. There are some who would like a relaxation to be extended to
the banks if a scheme could be devised for doing this on a controlled basis. But banks
are much better able than merchants to react very quickly to exchange and interest rate
variations, so that including them would increase sterling's exposure to volatile capital
movements.

21.

We ourselves think that it would be reasonable to allow UK resident merchants (not

banks) to finance third-country trade in sterling. This might cause a once-for-all outflow
in the region of £ t billion, which could be significantly larger if sterling is weak. We
would also expect a continuing outflow as this business grew over time.

Foreign currency retentions
22.

The present control allows companies to maintain foreign currency accounts if their

business justifies this. Normally these must be surrendered for sterling each month (except
for sums needed for known commitments in the coming month). The one month period
could in both cases be doubled to two months. This would reduce the transactions costs
incurred by firms who now have to switch into sterling and then back out into foreign
currency to finance their regular business. It is not expected significantly to increase
opportunities for "leading and lagging" which are already considerable in the normal course
of commercial payments: the outflow might be £100-£200 million.
Controls on individuals
23.

Although the controls on individuals are insignificant in economic terms, some of

them will need to remain (for example on emigration), even after the relaxation of the
direct investment rules, in order to prevent evasion of the controls on portfolio investment.
In general, however, the controls on individuals are time consuming (in proportion to the

sums involved), petty, and should be kept to a minimum. We think we might:
(i)

On private property; allow official exchange for the purchase of one overseas
private property per family (up to £100,000). At present investment currency
must be used. This requirement is disproportionately expensive to administer
and enforce; it raises numerous technical problems; it is exceedingly tmpopular
with the public (reflected in complaints to Treasury Ministers and to the Ombudsman);
and we require Commission authorisation to maintain it, at least within the
Community. Ministers would have to face some complaints from existing
property owners, who would no longer be entitled to the premium if they sell
their properties (this is essential for technical reasons which can

\..,uNFIDENTIAL
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in more detail if Ministers wish}. We would however be able to justify this
because the Bank have always taken care to say that the premium can be recovered
on sale Wlder current rules, thus avoiding any commitment for the future.
There is no statutory right to the premium. The outflow might be £5-10m
annually;

(ii)

On emigration allowances; increase the allowance of initial official exchange
per family unit to £ 150,000 worldwide (at present: £80,000 for EEC; £40,000
elsewhere). The balance of an emigrants' assets will continue to be released
after 4 years. The possible outflow might be £75-150m; the main effect is
likely to be once-for-all, spread over a year or so. In addition, assuming some
growth in the cash value of assets owned by emigrants, there could be a small
continuing effect.

(iii)

On cash gifts and dependants' allowances; combine these allowances and raise
the annual limit to £10,000. (The present annual limits are

~1500

(£3,000 for

EEC) on gifts, and an additional £2,000 for dependants.} There is .a good case
for this; we cannot pretend to police the present distinction, and the rule
bites harshly on older UK residents with relatives overseas. The extra outflow
is likely to be negligible;

(iv)

On travel allowances; allow banks to issue £1,000 per journey (£500 at present) :

In principle we do not restrict expenditure on travel, but applications for more
than £500 per journey go to the Bank of England. An increase in the limit
will save time and public irritation and cut costs. Any additional outflow would
be very small.

Gold coins etc
24.

One specialised part of the control covers gold coins, medals etc. Changes are needed

(because of a recent European Court decision) and it would probably be best to take this
opportunity to abolish these controls outright. A separate submission is being made on

"

this subject. The outflow might be between £50 and £100 million annually, but this would
depend critically on confidence in sterling.

Conclusion
25.

This package is intended merely to demonstrate what sort of relaxations might (as

other policies allow) be made in present circumstances. Once we have seen how they
work in practice, a series of consequential modifications, essentially of a tidying-up nature,
would probably be needed on which Ministers would be consulted as appropriate.
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We would hope however to be in a position to implement the initial changes as soon
as they are announced. The timetable in which decisions would have to be taken in order
to make this possible depends to a considerable extent on the nature of the decisions.
If the Chancellor decided to include a package broadly on the lines of that presented in
this paper in his Budget statement, we would ideally need to know the details by 24 May,
assuming that the Budget is on 12 June. If on the other hand the Chancellor wished to
adopt a quite different approach, we would need to know as soon as possible because there
are important operational constraints to be taken into account.

27.

We should be grateful if the Chancellor would now authorise us to consult the other

departments concerned (namely the FCO and the Department of Industry and Trade),
and also to take informal and confidential soundings of the Commission in Brussels, so
that Treasury Ministers will be able to take their views into account when reaching final
decisions on the composition of the package.
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ANNEX A

ILLUSTRATIVE PACKAGE: Note to summary table

The attached table shows estimates of the outflows which might be generated by the relaxations
listed above. The total effect is estimated to be around E i-I i billion. This range is intended
to cover the most likely outcomes on fairly neutral assumptions about what may happen
to confidence in sterling. But if confidence in sterling were either exceptionally strong
or exceptionally weak then the outflows could be outside this range.
The estimates have been prepared for the package as a whole. Since there is some overlap
between the direct investment options considered, the effects of some of the measures
taken individually would tend to be larger than shown here. The figuring treats the EZm
annual ration per project as the prior relaxation, since it is the largest. The effects of
other measures are additional, on the assumption that companies can take advantage of
the ration. On its own, however, the raw materials concession might generate an outflow
of about EI00-Z00m, while the repayment of foreign currency borrowing over five years
might have an effect of up to Ei billion.
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EXCHANGE CONTROL RELAXATIONS
The Chancellor has seen your minute of 11th May
and the letter from the Governor of the Bank of England,
of the same date .
2.

The Chancellor i s content that you should now

proceed as proposed in your paragraph 12 with
discussions with the Departments of Trade and Industry,
and, on a more tentative basis, with the European
Commission.

3.

He would be grateful if the Financial Secretary and

Mr. Ridky (to whom I am copying these papers) could
consider the suggestions made, with a view to an early
meeting with them and the officials

conce~ned.

(M. A. HALL)
14th May, 1979
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EXCHANGE CONTROL:

ARTICLE FROM "THE BANKER"

The Chancellor would be grateful for any comments
yOU

might have on the attached article by Mr. John

Chown in "The Banker".

( M. A. HALL)
15th May, 1979
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Exchange control for ever?
At',

John Chown
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A new government in the United Kingdom opens the prospect of a relaxation of
exchange controls. The author argues that there should be no messing about.
They should be abolished
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Robert Miller and John Wood * have written a
timely pamphlet on a topical subject. They discuss
the workings and history of exchange control, the
arguments for and against it that \vere used during
the debate on its introduction, and those brought
forward to justify its retention today. Pre. dictably, they stress the libertarian arguments.

ployed in dissuading them from it. I therefore
propose to leave the task of persuasion to i\1essrs
~li1ler and \XTood (writing for a larger and less
specialist readership) and to concentrate on those
technicalities of more immediate City interest.

Exchange controls curtail individual freedom. They give
enormous powers to the authorities which can be abused
and which other Western countries dispense with.

I take issue with the authors on one of their
conclusions. They say:

Most of the arguments in favour of exchange
controls can be dismissed by hard economic logic. '
But one argument cannot, and it may be decisive.
If there \~ere no exchange controls, a government
would be seriously restricted in its ability to influence domestic markets, and to ensure that businessmen pursue 'higher' social purposes instead of
merely supplying what the public wants. They
will be restricted in their right to harry and overtax
capital which \vill simply go elsewhere. ~1any
politicians will find such limitations on their power
(benevolent of course) over the rest of us quite
unacceptable.
This pamphlet is therefore relevant only on the
assumption that our country will one day have a
government with a clear mandate and intention
to dismantle economic controls, to reduce bureaucracy and to restore individual freedom of choice.
Any such government will face many technical
financial problems and will need all the help that it
can get from its friends in the City, particularly on
such abstruse matters as exchange control.
Belief in the virtue of exchange control is not, I
hope, an affectation very common amongst readers
of The Banker and very few words need be em*Exchange Control for Ever' Robert Miller and John B.
\\'ood Institute l1f ECl~n\)mic :\1Tairs. :2 Lord ~ i\n h Street,
London S\\' It' 3 LB. Price £ \.SO.
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A programme
the abolition of exchange control would pose few
technical problems. . . . A simple Treasury statutory
order could remo\'e those regulations which interfere
most with the free working of the exchange market.
A debate in Parliament would be desirable but not
obligatory because no legislation would be required and
... The Treasury Orders under Section 31 of the Act ...
do not have to b~ confirmed by motions in either house.

This is a correct statement of the legal position.
But it is not, in my view, enough simply to issue an
order under Section 31, nor is it correct to say that
there are no 'technical probkms'.
We have to avoid two dangers. If exchange control is abolished too hastily and without thought to
the consequences there could be real economic
costs. The opponents of abolition (whether
socialists who prefer a servile population or
bureaucrats v.:ho merely wish to preserve their
accustomed jobs) would quite unnecessarily be
given ammunition, and control might be reimposed. I f a new broom minister proposes control
be swept away without analysis of the consequences, he will he playing into the hands of the
forces of bureaucratic inertia.
On the other hand, if the policy were unduly
cautious and the remnants of control retained (the
Conservative government muffed the opportunity
to complete the job in 1962 when the dollar
premium virtually disappeared ) there are three
disadvantages. r;irst, althou~h th-: short-term
19
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'. distortions of control might disappear, a substantial
part of the bureaucratic cost would remain.
(A1.iller and \X'nod estimate that 4,650 people arc
employed at a cost of £50 millions 'per annum .)
Second, if abolition is thought to be only temporary, the danger of a Hight of capital is greater.
Third, total abolition (and only total abolition)
removes a dan~erous weapon from the hands of a ,
tuture governmelll \lvlln SIlWiu.:r aims. ,
"
It follows that what we require is a well-conceived programme for the total abolition of exchange control. There are problems, and these
must be faced up to rather than dismissed. I do
not have all the answers, and I hope that others
better qualified than I am will take up and develop
the theme of this article. Some of the app'arent
problems cal"} in fact be dismissed fairly easily.
Present Bank of England rules do little to discourage overseas direct investment;* abolition
would hardly affect the volume of such investment.
The 'exporting jobs' argument against foreign
investment is based on spurious economics. Using
it as an argument for exchange control is, in addition, based on a technical misunderstanding of
how the control operates.

Emigration and tax avoidance
Exchange control, as at present operated, inconveniences but does not discourage those who
wish to emigrate for tax reasons . l\1essrs A.'Eller
and Wood have given rather more weight to this
point than is justified. (They do not mention that
income on blocked capital can be remitted freelyoften an important point.) Prevention of tax
avoidance can hardly have been a major motive for
keeping on exchange control which, for the first 25
years of its peace-time operation, did not apply to
transactions with such tax havens as the Bahamas.

Flight of capital?
Third, would the abolition of exchange control
lead to a flight of capital by UK residents? A
temporary suspension of controls eventually expected to be reimposed would undoubtedly encourage a lot of people to make a dash for freedom
while they could. It would be very different if
abolition were complete. Legislation should be repealed so that it can only be reimposed by a new
Act of Parliament. The machinery of control should
be totally and completely dismantled. In these
circumstances, one \vould actually expect some
return of capital. ?vlany people have, legally or
illegally, money or investments abroad. This may
represent left over holiday cash or casual foreign
earnings which should have been repatriated but
wasn't, or the assets of a businessman \vho has
deliberately (and with consent) ensured that he has
operations abroad by way of a 'life boat' .
-They do influence the method of finance; this is discussed
beluw.
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Control of broad economic policy?
Exchange control docs not really open out any
major policy options that would not otherwise
exist, but it merely postpones (in the past by years,
but now only perhaps by months or even weeks)
unpalatable economic measures which would have
to be taken anyway. Although theoretically these
delays could be used by politicians and officials to
··'ott;, ·(l\~ l'Y l ~'L ':.;2'beriefit of the -:::•. Ul1L), " '~li.'''V l-Y
docs not relate a case where time so bought is exchanged for anything other than short-term
political advantage. In practice they separate cause
and effect by a period just sufficiently long to hide
the nature of the relationship from the more
economically innocent of our rulers . Abolition, by
concentrating the mind on reality, would impro7)e
the quality of economic management.
There are problems, and these are of two kinds.
First there would be established a somewhat
different equilibrium position for the economy
from that existing today. This new equilibrium
will, I suggest, be little different from, and certainly healthier than the present position.
The second effect is a transitional one. Even
though the economy may be able to develop a
healthy equilibrium in the absence of exchange
control the act of removing control requires an adjustment from one equilibrium to another which
could, in some circumstances, have serious consequences for the economy. The remo\"al of exchange
- control in circumstanc~s where there is a stro~g
possibility of reimposition is a very unattractive ,
compromise ..

Pent-up demand for foreign assets
There are two ways in which there could be a
major switch from sterling into foreign currency:
portfolios might be diversified, and currency
borrowings might be unscrambled.
At present a UK resident wishing to buy foreign
portfolio securities has to purchase investment
currency across the dollar premium. There are
now some £8,000 millions of foreign portfolio
securities owned by UK in\'estors, but the net
outflow is small and mainly financed by borrO\ving.
These figures tell us that some investors have
been prepared to pay a very material premium in
order to invest in non-UK securities. British investors are, and have been for at least a century,
internationally minded. \Xl e are a small exporting
country and a typical British investor would regard
an international spread as being just as important
to him as an American investor would regard
spreading his investment between different industries. If it were not for the dollar premium
undoubtedly a higher proportion of British portfolio funds would be diversified into o\"erseas
securities.
British investors might typically regard it as
prudent to have three-quarters of the equity portion
21

of their portfolios invested in Britain and the other
quarter spread amongst other countries. The
market capitalisation of company securities in the
United Kingdom at end-1976 was £240 billions.
This compares with £8 billions of foreign currency
securities. If UK investors decided to hold even
15 per cent of their portfolios abroad, and were
frrp. to cio so, thie;: wnll1d rr<:111t in an outflow of .
£28 billions! T'his nas notnmg whatsoever to do
with any lack of confidence.
One of the difficulties is that investors in other
countries are more nationalistic. Americans have
little inclination, and arguably little need, to invest
elsewhere. The so-called 'interest equalisation tax'
(their equivalent of exchange control on portfolio
investment) was far clumsier and far worse administered than the UK system, but most Americans were inconvenienced hardly at all by its
existence. Continental Europeans have tended to
invest at home and in any case are less familiar
with equity investment. It would be far easier to
permit and encourage British investors to invest
abroad if we were more certain of a two-way
traffic in foreigners investing in UK shares.

Direct investment
For the past few years most direct investment,
.except for small sales and service offices, has had to

be flnanced by foreign currency borrowing.
Subject w this, the Bank of England has given
permission for 'any properly conceived direct investment; the abolition of exchange control will
have little effect on the volume of investment.
(There may be some increase in investment by
.s maller companies who have been deterred by
, ('~~t&{ ~~{; C' ,~I)!'C!.' l! '~;cl _ not prope.':.b.! t1"'..d~j;'<" + ~ ·~. ~ . \
The most important effect is likely to be that
some proportil)!1 of future foreign investment will
be financed in sterling and a proportion of existing
currency borrowings will be paid off from sterling
sources.
A highly unsatisfactory Parliamentary answer
(on the tax treatment point) suggested that outstanding currency borrowings are of the order of
$20 billions. We would expect a fairly high proportion of currency borrowings to remain undisturbed and a relali7.'e(v high proportion of fuwre
foreign investmem to be financed by matching

currem.y borro7.l..'ings. At present, there is a tax
anomaly affecting foreign borrowing. If this remains uncorrected, there may be a greater mcentive to finance in sterling.
There are two other factors affecting direct investment flows. First, under the Exchange Control
Act, direct investors can be obliged to repatriate
part of their earnings. \XTith the abolition of exchange control, they would be free to leave
earnings abroad. Some companies maintain flexibility by leaving profits abroad until they are
actually directed to repatriate by the Bank of
England. If companies were free to manage their
currency assets without restriction they might, on
balance, bring more rather than less of their
profits home. Second, UK resident companies
controlled by non-residents may not be permitted
to borrow reside1ll sterling. In the absence of control one would expect foreign controlled UK
companies to borrow rather more of their working
capital requirements in sterling.

Borrowings for portfolio investments

You are invited to send for a free illustrated guidebook which
explains how your book can be published , promoted and
marketed . Whether your subject is fiction, non-fiction or
poetry. scientific. scholarly, juvenile. speCialized. (even controversial) this handsome 52-page brochure Will show you how
to arrange for prompt publication .
Unpublished authors, especially. will find this booklet valuable
and informative . For your free copy. or more information,
please write for booklet K- 51

VANTAGE PRESS, Inc.
516 West 34th Street, New YorK, N.Y. 10001
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In the last ten years, partly as a reaction to the
old 'quarter surrender' rule ' many institutional
(and some private) investors have also been permitted to borrow foreign currency for the purchase of foreign portfolio securities.
\XThen exchange control is removed investors
will be able to use sterling to payoff these currency
borrowings. They may not always wish to do so.
An investment trust working in part on borrowed
money may wish to match liabilities in the currency
of the assets. An individual portfolio investor would
. not normally borrow; unit trusts are pwhibited
from borrowing and can only use the currency loan
route by maintaining a back-to-back sterling deposit. Other investors may also have maintained
back-tn-back deposits either on their own initiative
or as ~1 requiremcnt of their lXll1kcr:-;, Onc \\' c',llid
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expect many such arrangements to be unwound as
soon as the abolition or relaxation of exchange
control makes this possible.

Economic effects of freedom

...
I

Taking these factors together, it follows that in
reqching a new equilibrium there could he suhstantial transfers, amoun_ting to billi?ns of dollars,
<lliallU)
arIsIng from lu V\.. > ,)UICUUU1J dna lIlt,; unscrambling of loans.
It is difficult to gauge the scale of movement
and what the equilibrium position would be. I
would welcome any attempt hy readers to refine
these figures. One obvious way of testing the waters
is first to allow the dollar premium to fall almost to
zero. This could be done in various ways, including
open market operations, 'leaking' official reserves
into the premium pool, or the UK government
could issue investment currency securities for the
benefit of the reserves.
I have great faith in the efficiency of financial
markets to handle movements of this kind. It was
after all markets, and not governments, which saw
to the recycling of petrodollars. The main effects
will be as follows.
1. There will be movement of funds across the
exchanges depressing the exchange rate.
2. Existing holders of premium worth securities
will suffer a windfall loss, partly mitigated by the
effects of (I). This probably need not concern us
as investors can he presumed to have known the
risks they were taking. Investors typically regard
premium raid securities as a hedge. This was
part of their portfolio on which they accepted
they might lose if the British economy and body
politic took a turn for the better, but which gave
them some protection against" a less satisfactory
outcome.
3. As a result of switching, UK security prices
might fall. This is, in part, a self-correcting
mechanism. It inhibits further sales and encourages . inward foreign investment.
4. In principle, there could also be a rise in the
market prices of those foreign securities particularly favoured by British investors. This
factor is obviously less important.
5. To the extent to which new foreign investments
were financed by selling sterling fixed interest
securities drawing on bank deposits or by
borrowing sterling there would be an upward
pressure on sterling interest rates. This is the
main correcting mechanism.
Even if confidence in sterling, in the British
economy and the British governn;ent is high at the
relevant time the abolition oC exchange control will
result in substanti<ll movement across the exchanges, mainly resulting from the unwinding of
foreign currency loans and the diversification of
assets. UK residents may borrow or withdraw
fro'm deposits several bil1ioll r()unds~ pushin~
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upwards interest rates, and use these pounds to
buy ooIlars, pushin!; down the sterling spot exchange rate. The figures are substantial and the
impact effects of freedom could be dramatic. This
problem is not as serious as it sounds 101' three
reasons.
First, in given economic circumstances, a falling
exchange rate and rising interest rates are likely to
').:~.:..,\,.. ::i Lei HilS ueposits relatlvet'y attj'acCty~"" ~~\) .
foreigners and equilibrium may well be maintained
by the inflow of foreign capital.
Second, these movements are not outflows of
assets but merely the transformation of an asset
from onc' form into another. If a well-advised UK
-resident individual or company borrows sterling
to buy dollar assets he expects this transaction to
improve the pcrformance of his assets. The net
worth of the country and its citizens is unchanged,
but the composition of the items in the balance
sheet is altered. This should improve the performance of the general collection of assets and
enhance the prosperity of the nation. We have
grown too accustomed to examining national
income figures in terms of mere cash. An individual
does not hecome poorer if he withdraws money
from the bank and invests it in productive assets.
However, to pursue the analogy he may risk becoming poorer if he does not maintain a prudent
proportion of his assets in readily realisable form.
Third, and in present circumstances, the
- abolition of exchange control may counterbalance
the 'Dutch disease'. In late 1977, and again more
recently, foreign money has flowed into the UK,
keeping the exchange rate at what is arguably too
high a level for trade purposes. In 1977 it was
seriously suggested that we should impose 1le'W
controls on inward investment instead of relaxing
controls on outward investment! (There are those
who regard British bureaucracy as a lame duck
industry in need of a job creation scheme.)
A more constructive proposal (which was put
forward in a detailed memorandum to 1\1r Harold
Lever at the time) \\'as to conduct open market
operations in the dollar premium market.
For instance, on .iYlarch 28 sterling was S2·05,
and the dollar premium \vas, sharply down over
the month, 2S per cent. This implies an exchange
rate for investment currency of S 1·64. If exchange
control were abolished, the exchange rate would
settle down at somewhere bet\veen these two
figures. l\ly guess is that it would be nearer the
'official' figure-say S 1·90 or $1·95. At this rate,
money supply targets could be met without action
which might affect the exchange markets, and
(arguably) manut~1Cturing industry would be more
competitive.
There are material problems. The economic
gains from abolition arc substantial. North Sea Oil
gives us a splendid opportunity to break with
restrictions.
23
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EXCHANGE CONTROL: MR CHOWN'S ARTICLE IN 'THl1 BANKER' FOR MAY 1979
(Mr Hall's note of 15 May).
~.

Mr Chown's article contains some interesting points and sensible remarks

but I think his main thesis is mist.aklen ..

He · arg~.es tha t, despi te problems

and risks which he perceives, the right course would be immediate and total
abolition of exchange control, including repeal of the legislation, and that
this would result in a better equilibrium for the economy.
recognises the problem of transition.

But he clearly

In his own words:

'Even though the economy may be able to develop a healthy equilibrium in
the absence of exchange control the act of removing control requires an
adjustment from one equilibrium to
have serious consequences for

~nmther

the~onomy.

which could, in some circumstances .
The removal of exchange control in

circumstances where there is a strong possibility of reimposition is a very
unattractive compromise'.
,.

Mr Chown does not attempt to show that our ciraumstances are already such

that no painful economic adjustment would be required.

But he does reckon that,

even if confidence were high at the time, abolition would result in a movement
of perhaps several billion pounds across the exchanges.

He suggests that this

would not be all that serious on the grounds that the effect on the exchange

~J

interest rates would encourage inflows and counterbalance the 'Dutch disease'
and also because, whatever the cash flow, UK assets would tend to be improved.
This line of argument however, takes too little account of other possible
influences on market

S'et'\til'\.\.~iI\t

or of the shorter term risks to the economy

involved in total freedom for the more volatile capital flows.

3.

Despite his plea for total abolition, Mr Chown seems attracted by a more

gradual approach, since he refers to 'testing the \va ters' by engineering a fall in
the investment currency premium.

This is like the idea put forward in Professor

Hague's note of 4 May of 'feeding the pool'.

1

It would require legislation but I

have arranged to examine it with the Bank of England from the technical angle as par '
~

our further study of how best to make further progress in relaxing exchange

controls beyond an initial package, particularly as regards outward

p~rtfolio

inves tmen t •
""", ~ t::ommen t , nn

~

n\lmh~.,... ,

1"'1

f' 1 ess

m? ,-iI"'lT"

nn; n t,c:: ;

n the article ..

-

I-

..r"

wmll rl

" ",,: - :~'..!..;

only now add that when Mr Chown refers to the Institute of Economic Affairs
pamphlet's estimate that 4,650 people are employed on exchange control at a cost
of £50m a year, he is quoting what is honestly described by the authors (Miller
and Wood) as a 'guesstimate'.

The economic costs obviously go beyond the Bank

and the Treasury to those of the authorised banks etc but we have no sound basis
for estimating the total; and some of Miller and Wood's assumptions,eg of 1,000
full-time employed on the control in foreign banks in London and of an annual
cost of £10,000 per head/are pretty arbitrary, so it would be unwise to
their figures.

C H W HODGES
16 May 19?9
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Bank of England

EXCHANGE CONTROL

I have discussed the papers we have had from the Treasury and the Ban
of England with officials.
2.

This minute records my conclusions.

Clearly we should take a substantial first step in dismantling
It would be best to announce this

controls as soon as possible.

Budget; it goes well with our general strategy.

ip

t:

Clearly also we shou _

take final decisions on exchange control in the context of other Budg e
decisions (particularly on our fiscal and monetary stance).

3.

On the assumption that at that stage you see no reason to draw

back from measures of the order of those discussed in the papers we" ha
seen, I recommend the relaxations in the summary table at Annex A.

Th

main points are as follows.

-

1 -

,TV " . ~
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Outward direct investment
I.

investment controls before controls on portfolio investment.
to make our controls as simple as possible.
the ration of £5 million per

proj~ct

pe~

We ough

For this reason I prefer

year, as proposed by the Ban

to the more complicated proposals in the Treasury's illustrative pacl,;I also prefer the Bank's porposal to abolish outright the requiremen1
that two-thirds of overseas earnings must be brought back to this
country (and cannot therefore be reinvested overseas).

I have been

informed that officials of the Departments of Industry and Trade and

FeO take the same view; and that Treasury officials see no objection_
subject to a final judgement being made on the size of the package
when the broad shape of the Budget is settled.

Department of Industl

officials would like to add the unlimited relaxation for raw materia J
in the Treasury package to a £5 million ration.

This would introduc (

a complication into the scheme WhlCh0 would prefer to

avoi~ Butl~i i

the Secretary of State endorses his officials' view, we could think

--

again.

5.

For doctrinal reasons at least some elements in the trade union

movement will attempt to present this as a licence for the
, jobs.

export 01

'

I am confident that it is not- but we will need to convince

~.-~--------------------------------~~--==~and I have asked
the public
that the trade union view is misguided,

officials to marshall the evidence.
Measures affecting individuals

6.

Emigration.

J

I would rather increase the allowance to £200,000 ~

worldwide (the Bank figure)

i '
",

:

than to the £150,000 in the Treasury's - , .~

illustrative package, for the purely presentational reason that £150,C
was the figure proposed by the late Administration for their wealth ta

-

2 -
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7.
~

Holiday homes.

to use .investment

I agree that we should abolish the requirement
c~rency

to buy overseas property.
~-~~;.:.;;:. .' :. ""-

.'

It seems sensib l

'.-

to allow individuals a ration of £100,000 a year for this purpose.

I

less happy with the suggestion that we should continue to limit these
properties to one per family.

It is odd to allow £100,000 for one h01

but to forbid £50,000 each for two.
~

I have asked officials to look

a~

this point further.

8.

I draw your attention to one particular difficulty.

Property own

who have paid the premium and would up to now have recovered it on sa .
will no longer be able to do so; and

some may well complain.

are by no means rich will feel they have lost out.

Some wh l

But the proposal

is defensible; and those affected will have to acknowledge that the

-

consequence of a policy of dismantling controls is bound to be the
elimination of the premium sooner or later.
Cash gifts/dependants allowances

9.

I have accepted official advice that we should combine these

allowances and raise their total to £10,000 per year.

(We may be abl

to take some credit for this in due course with the immigrant groups
chiefly affected and their countries of origin.)
Travel allowances
10.

Again it seems appropriate to double the existing allowance to

£1,000, as officials hae suggested.

Measures which relate to trade
11.

Third-country trade.

the Bank and the Treasury.

There is a difference of view here between
Both suggest that UK merchants should be

allowed to use sterling for third-country trade; the

- 3 -
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banks should benefit also.

The Treasury are concernea

~na~

~ne

extension of the concession to banks would increase the volatility of
...--:

~ .~

the potential outflows.

. "';,,:::-, ,~ ,;, ~,: ~ :..;:~ ~

..

"'

-

Experience is that, if sterling weakens,

speculation in this area can be considerable.

The Bank would like

to work out a way of allowing the banks limited access to sterling
for this purpose; this requires consultation in the City, and in
order to save time I have authorised the Bank to consult those
in confidence and without prejudice to your decision.

concer ~

I have also

authorised consultations with the merchants to permit the Bank to

wor ~

out the mechanics of the proposed concession to them.
Foreign currency retention
12.

I think it would be wise to leave decisions here until we have

seen whether the Bank can come up with a workable scheme for extendin
the third country trade

concessio~

to the banks.

If they cannot,

then the retention concession would be a suitable conso.l ation
prize for the banks.

If they can, I would judge it unnecessary.

Gold coins
13.

I agree with official advice that we abolish this part of the

control completely.

There are strong legal reasons for doing so.

Portfolio investment
14.

This presents us with our main problem for the future.

While

portfolio controls last, we will have to maintain most of the present
apparatus of exchange control, even after relaxing the rules on direct
investment and individuals, so as to prevent evasion.

But officials

have not been able to devise a workable plan for the gradual relaxatio
of controls in this area.

They will start work on the definition of

a series of options as soon as decisions on the Budget package have be
taken and they will let us have a report before the summer recess.
are substantial technical problems to be solved.

- 4 -
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15.

In the meantime I agree with the two minor proposals listed in

Annex A •
.3taf.L
16.

><

The savings in Bank staff that will result from the proposals in

Annex A will not be large because of the need to retain the basic
apparatus of exchange control while controls over portfolio investmen
remain.

But, even so, they are worth having.

The Bank estimate them

provisionally at some 50 to 60 posts (out of a total of 700 employed
exchange control in the Bank).
The EEC Commission
17.

The proposals decribea above

remove several existing

wou~a

discriminations in favour of the Community (those relating to the
super-criterion, emigration

allow~ces

and cash gifts).

As a

result~

the new regime will be simpler - and the Americans will be pleased.
The Financial Counsellor in Brussels, Mr Fitchew, has taken informal
soundings of the Commission's officials to check whether a package

Oll

the lines of Annex A would be likely to cause them difficulty for thi
or any other reason.

Their reaction suggests that the Commission arc

likely to be mor e worried about presentation than substance.
to be seen to have been fully consulted.

They wa

Even though they might have

preferred more and not less discrimination in Tavour of the Community
and would certainly have welcomed more rapid progress toward the
removal of portfolio controls, it is unlikely that they will make an
of either point, provided that their sensitivities are respected.

Fo ]

this purpose, Mr Fitchew has made three suggestions:(i)

Commission officials should be invited to London about a

week before the Budget to discuss the proposals with officials
in detail.
had been

This would enable the Commission to say that they

formal~y

consulted.

- 5 -
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(ii)

You should telephone Mr Ortoli a day or so before the

RUrl Q'et . to tell

hi.~> i~ ' -::.1!.r~~~i:;e.rm.~

what yo(u had rde _c=!-ded to

-...:.

do following the meeting with the Commission officials.
, (iii) The Commission should issue a Press Notice on Budget
Day simultaneously wi th ours so as to make it clear to the

pub ~.

that they were fully consulted.
I can see no reason to reject these suggestions.

....

They seem a small
-- .

price to pay for the Commission's goodwill •

-

-.,.

.-----

Next steps
18.

If you agree with my proposals, I suggest that the appropriate n

step would be . for you to minute the Prime Minister with copies to the
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary and the Secretaries of State for
Trade and Industry.
decision is known.

EF2 division will provide a draft when your
If you would like to discuss further, I should be

happy to have a further meeting wi th yo'.! and the officials concerned .

I
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ANNEX A
PROPOSED EXCHANGE

CON~OL

RELAXATION

- _~warC . --

(i)

A ration of official exchange of £5 million per project per

for new outward direct investment.
(ii)

Existing foreign currency borrowing to be repayable in five

equal annual instalments (iii)

this replaces the "matching benefits" rul e

New borrowing also to be repayable over five years (to the

extent that repayment cannot be met from the ration).
(iv)

Abolition of the requirement that two-thirds of overseas ear

ings must be repatriated.
(v)

Disinvestment proceeds to be allowed to be used to payoff

unrelated borrowing.

Controls on individuals
(i)

Private property:

replacement of the present requirement

that investment currency must be used by a ration of official exchang
of £100,000 per family per year.

Further consideration to be given

to whether this should be confined to one property per family.
(ii)

Emigration allowances: increase the initial allowance of

official exchange per family unit t6 £200,000 worldwide.

(At present

i t is £80,000 for the EEC and £40,000 elsewhere).
(iii)

Cash gifts and dependants allowances: combine these allowanc €

and raise the annual limit to £10,000.

(At present, they are £1,500 -

£3,000 in the EEC - for gifts, plus £2,000 for dependants).

.lffi'Ii"
j;Jp~:)j
~~
.' .

'.
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(iv)

Travel allowances: allow banks to issue £1,000 per journE

Third country trade
The reintroduction of sterling finance forfuird country trade.

Decis ~

on whether it should be confined to UK merchants or extended to banks
and on the precise nature of the scheme to be taken after

consultatio ~

now proceeding.
Foreign currency retentions
If it is decided not to extend the third country trade concession to
ba~~s,

pennission for firms to retain foreign currency for two months

(instead of one month now).
Outward portfolio investment
Official exchange to be allowed to meet the interest
on foreign currency borrowing taken to finance portfolio investment.
Abolition of the present rule that 115 per cent of the
value of loans taken out for portfolio linvestment must be covered by
foreign currency securities or investment currency.
Gold coins
Remove restriction on import of gold coin.
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Bank of Englan '

EXCHANGE CONTROL

I have discussed the papers we have had from the Treasury and the
of England with officials.
2.

This minute records my conclusions.

Clearly we should take a substantial first step in dismantling

controls as soon as possible.

It would be best to announce this i l

Budget; it goes well with our generar strategy.

Clearly also we s j

take final decisions on exchange control in the context of other B1
decisions (particularly on our fiscal and monetary stance).

3.

On the assumption that at that stage you see no reason to draw

back from measures of the order of those discussed in the papers

WE

seen, I recommend the relaxations in the summary table at Annex A.
main points are as follows.

-
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Outward direct investment

investment controls before controls on portfolio investment.
to make our controls as simple as possible.
the ration of £5 million per

proj~ct

We ought

For this reason I prefer

per year, as proposed by the Bank,

to the more complicated proposals in the Treasury's illustrative packag e
I also prefer the Bank's porposal to abolish outright the requirement
""
that two-thirds of overseas earnings must be brought back to this
country (and cannot therefore be reinvested overseas).

I have been

informed that officials of the Departments of Industry and Trade and th (
FCO take the same view; and that Treasury officials see no objection,
subject to a final judgement being made on the size of the package
when the broad shape of the Budget is settled.

Department of Industry

officials would like to add the unlimited relaxation for raw materials
in the Treasury package to a £5 million ration.

This would introduce

a complication into the scheme which I would prefer to avoid.

But if

the Secretary of State endorses his officials' view, we could think
again.

5.

For doctrinal reasons at least some elements in the trade union

movement will attempt to present this as a licence for the
jobs.

export of

I am confident that it is not; but we will need to convince

the public that the trade union view is misguided, and I have asked
officials to marshall the evidence.
Measures affecting individuals

6.

Emigration.

I would rather increase the allowance to £200,000

worldwide (the Bank figure) than to the £150,000 in the Treasury's
illustrative package, for the purely presentational reason that £150,000
was the fizure proposed by the late Administration for their wealth tax.

-
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7.
~ ,

_

Holiday homes.

~- -l. '-'~~

' ~ .l!- '

. . . . .-

;'11.vestment
•

~

I agree that we should abolish the requirement
Cur:r:'PT1~~ ;.. i:~ ._ b.uv
- '~

' • .'

.

"".

""=:

_

overse~~

. . .Jt.:"'-

.r:-= .

pro.pertv.

~~ ~:"':'.

"'. -~ '-"':' , ':~:

'.

~'-'"

It seems sensible
,

:~':::--':"': '~.3::·~"~"". ~- '-

:"..;:, . ~ ._.. ~/.

to allow individuals a ration of £100,000 a year for this purpose.

I am

less happy with the suggestion that we should continue to limit these
It is odd to allow £100,000 for one house

properties to one per family.

but to forbid £50,000 each for two.

I have asked officials to look at

this point further.

8.

I draw your attention to one particular difficulty.

Property

owner ~

who have paid the premium and would up to now have recovered it on sale
will no longer be able to do so; and some may well complain.
are by no means rich will feel they have lost out.

Some who

But the proposal

is defensible; and those affected will have to acknowledge that the
consequence of a policy of dismantling controls is bound to be the
elimination of the premium sooner or later.
Cash gifts/dependants allowances

9.

I have accepted official advice that we should combine these

allowances and raise their total to £10,000 per year.

(We may be able

to take some credit for this in due course with the immigrant groups
chiefly affected and their countries of origin.)
Travel allowances
10.

Again it seems appropriate to double the existing allowance to

£1,000, as officials hac suggested.
Measures which relate to trade
11.

Third-country trade.

the Bank and the Treasury.

There is a difference of view here between
Both suggest that UK merchants should be

allowed to use sterling for third-country trade; the

- 3 -
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banks should benefit also.

c':

The Treasury are concerned that the

extension of the concession to banks would increase the volatility
.~ '.- '.~': ;;> '~'"' .~.-: -,t i l. ~ial o-C:-_~~~;,./"::· ·:7·~~:~.:"::p~ i· ienc-::t:! ~\i 5···".:L \....),~\···· if s ter l.i"hi w~~~tii~·~t :·r·~

.

speculation in this area can be considerable.

The Bank would like

to work out a way of allowing the banks limited access to sterling
for this purpose; this requires consultation in the City, and in
order to save time I have authorised the Bank to consult those con
in confidence and without prejudice to your decision.

I have also

authorised consultations with the merchants to permit the Bank to
out the mechanics of the proposed concession to them.
Foreign currency retention
12.

I think i t would be wise to leave decisions here until we hay

seen whether the Bank can come up with a workable scheme for exte rthe third country trade concessJon to the banks.

If they cannot,

then the retention concession would be a suitable consolation
prize for the banks.

If they can, I would judge it unnecessary.

Gold coins
13.

I agree with official advice that we abolish this part of the

control completely.

There are strong legal reasons for doing so.

Portfolio investment

14.

This presents us with our main problem for the future.

While

portfolio controls last, we will have to maintain most of the pres E
apparatus of exchange control, even after relaxing the rules on dir
investment and individuals, so as to prevent evasion.

But official

have not been able to devise a workable plan for the gradual relaxa
of controls in this area.

They will start work on the definition

0

a series of options as soon as decisions on the Budget package have
taken and they will let us have a report before the summer recess.
are substantial technical problems to be solved.

- 4 -
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15.

In the meantime I agree with the two minor proposals listed in

Annex A.
Staff Savings
~~

16.

The savings in Bank staff that will result from the proposals

Annex A will not be large because of the need to retain the basic
apparatus of exchange control while controls over portfolio investm (
remain.

But, even so, they are worth having.

The Bank estimate th

provisionally at some 50 to 60 posts (out of a total of 700 employe '
exchange control in the Bank).
The EEC Commission
17.

The proposals decribed above would remove several existing

discriminations in favour of the Community (those relating to the
super-criterion, emigration allowances and cash gifts).

As a resul

the new regime will be simpler --and the Americans will be pleased.
The Financial Counsellor in Brussels, Mr Fitchew, has taken informa
soundings of the Commission's officials to check whether a package
the lines of Annex A would be likely to cause them difficulty for t .
or any other reason.

Their reaction suggests that the Commission a _

likely to be more worried about presentation than substance.
to be seen to have been fully consulted.

They

Even though they might ha-

preferred more and not less discrimination in favour of the Communi and would certainly have welcomed more rapid progress toward the
removal of portfolio controls, it is unlikely that they will make a r
of either point, provided that their sensitivities are respected.
this purpose, Mr Fitchew has made three suggestions:(i)

Commission officials should be invited to London about c

week before the Budget to discuss the proposals with official
in detail.

This would enable the Commission to say that the

had been 'formalLy consulted.

- 5 -
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(ii)

-

You should telephone

}rr

I.'

.~

'.

Ortoli a day or so before the

Budget to tell him in broad terms what you had decided to
.~ ~" ' ; :~~~ ~.~.,., ~-"~ f 0 i I oW'ing <-;~h~~:~ t:"'~i;- ;i t h t TI:' ~~rri;rti's< s t on 0 ff i c i~ {s~:~:~ ., ;.~.~:.~ .'-,

. -d'

'. (iii) The Commiss ion should issue a Press Notice on Budget
Day simultaneously with ours so as to make it clear to the p
that they were fully consulted.
I can see no reason to reject these suggestions .

They seem a smal l

pri ce to pay for the Commission ' s goodwi ll.
Next steps

18 .

If you agree with my proposals, I suggest that the appropriat (

step would be _for you to minute the Prime Minister with copies to
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary and the Secretaries of State fOl
Trade and Industry.
decision is known.

EF2 division will provide a draft when your
If you would like to discuss further, I ·should

happy to have a further meeting with you and the officials concern(
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ANNEX A
PROPOSED

EXCHk~GE

CON~OL

RELAXATION

Outward direct investment
(i)

A ration of official exchange of £5 million per project pe.

for new outward direct investment.

U±) ;·

Existing foreign currency borrowing to be repayable in fi y

equal annual instalments <-iii) ;,)

this replaces the "matching benefits" r l.:.

New borrowing also to be repayable over five years (to thE

extent that repayment cannot be met from the ration).
Abolition of the requirement that two-thirds of overseas
ings must be repatriated.
<--v-)

Disinvestment proceeds - to be allowed to be used to pay

of ~

unrelated borrowing.

Controls on individuals
(i)

Private property:

replacement of the present requirement

that investment currency must be used by a ration of official exchL
of £100,000 per family per year.

Further consideration to be give :

to whether this should be confined to one property per family.
(ii)

Emigration allowances: increase the initial allowance of

official exchange per family unit t6 £200,000 worldwide.

(At pres E

it is £80,000 for the EEC and £4:0,000 elsewhere) .
(iii)

Cash gifts and dependants allowances: combine these allowE

and raise the annual limit · 't~· £10,000.

(At present, they are £1,5C

£3,000 in the EEC - for gifts, plus £2,000 for dependants).

CONFIDENTIAL

(iv)

Travel allowances: allow banks to issue £1,000 per journe

(instead of £500 now).
--........ ....

•

f· -

-, ~

.

Third country trade
The reintroduction of sterling finance forfuird country trade.

Decis i

on whether it should be confined to UK merchants or extended to banks
and on the precise nature of the scheme to be taken after consultatiol
now proceeding.
Foreign currency retentions
If i t is decided not to extend the third country trade concession to
t.< . :.:.;, ,
banks, pennission for firms to retain foreign currency for two months
(instead of one month now).
Outward portfolio investment
Official exchange to be allowed to meet the interest
on foreign currency borrowing taken to finance portfolio investment.
Abolition of the present rule that. 115 per cent of the
value of loans taken out for portfolio

~.investment

must be covered by

foreign currency securities or investment currency.
Gold coins
Remove restriction< on import of gold coin.
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cc Chief Secretary
Minister of State - Lords
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Lawrence Airey
Sir Fred Atkinson
Mr Couzens
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Mr Barratt
Mr Littler
Mr Jordon-Moss
Mr Dixon
Mr Hancock
}trs Hedley-Miller
Mr Hodges
Mr Ridley
Mr McMahon)
Mr Dawkins) Bank of England

RELAXATIONS OF EXCHANGE CONTROL

You will by now have read my minute of 18 May recording my recommenda i
for the initial package of exchange control relaxations.

There are o n

or two further points about the proposed package which are worth makil
at this stage.
First, it represents, in addition to an important
substantial

simplificatio~which

relaxatio~

a fairly

will be welcome.

Second, the proposed £5 million ration (per project per year) for outw
direct investment is, in practice, only one step away from complete
freedom for direct investment overseas.

If things go well, you ought

to be in a position to take this further step before too long - perhap ;
even by the autumn.

~~A~~~l capital outflow that might result from the proposed package
is estimated by the Treasury and the Bank in the range £750 million to
£1650 million in the first year, of which between £300 million and
£750 million might be a continuing flow.
however, highly speculative.

These figures are,

of necessi

F ina ~l. ~'~ '.'_ =!=. .. ~ :. ~war e . th e, ~;-f-~~~?-~ '~ P;.~ S. e laxa t i 0D:~ .. q!k,l'~!-;4~v.:C-i'~ ~nlA S
could well stimulate a fair amount of political flak without
bringing any benefit to industry or to the economy generally, and
certainly it would be possible to defer this to the portfolio package
I decided to include it, however, in the light of the evidence
that of all aspects of the present exchange control system, this is
far and away the most expensive to administer and enforce and apparen
gives rise to the greatest amount of friction with the public .
as holiday homes are in the EEC, moreover,

Inso f

it is not at all popul a

with the Community and/~ill require Commission authorisation to main t
it.

A half way house, I suppose, might be to confine the proposed

liberalisation to holiday homes in Community countries.

This would

certainly be popular with the EEC, but I have not discussed this
.

wi th officials.

~
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NIGEL LAWSON
22 May 1979
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cc for

Chief Secretary ~
Financial Secretary
Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (1)
Sir Douglas Wass
Mr Couzens
Mr Barra tt (o/r)
Mr Jordan- Moss

cc

/;:;;::!-~

'1:0 · ;~~~·?l~~e·~~n ·'''~ '
Mr Gill

Mr McIntyre
EXCHANGE CONTROL : pROFESSOR HAGUE'S IDEAS
( Hr Hall's Note of 10 May)
1.

The Chancellor has asked whether the ideas in the paper sent to the

Prime Minister and him by Professor Douglas Hague deserve serious consideration ;
and we are to draft a reply for the Prime Minister's signature.

No.lO sent the

paper also to the Governor of the Bank, who told the Chancellor in his letter
of 11 May that he would like in due course to give a considered response to
Professor Hague's suggestion of "feeding" the investment currency pool from
the official reserves.
2.

Professor Hague has said that lying behind his paper there is a good de a l

of economic theory and research.

1-

This does not however show very clearly theugt

a somewhat naive and dogmatic presentation.

However, the three types of transa c

he identifies are perhaps the most obvious candidates for some relaxation, as he.
app~ed from our own and the Bank's advice.

But Professor Hague shows little

awareness of exchange control's general aim of being able to limit when confiden
fu weak the more speculative and volatile capital movements by UK residents

(although, prompted by City contacts, he does see the need to be careful
respect of outward portfolio investment).

in

He gives no real basis for his estima '

of outflow, which seem to us much too low to be likely.

3.

The specific suggestion for intervention by the authorities in the

investment currency market would, as has been mentioned, require legislation,
the nature of which would need careful thought .

Granted the statutory power,

feeding the pool would be a way of bringing down the premium.

This would both

tend to encourage more outward portfolio investment at some "cost" in official
exchange and reduce the balance sheet problems for investors if and when the
premium was abolished.

But it would also face the authorities with tricky

problems of quantity and timing and expose them to complaint from investors
whose expectations about the level of the premium at a given moment were
affected by official intervention.

Nor would it necessarily provide such an

easy way of estimating how much liberalisation would cost. Nevertheless, it
is an option which merits and requires further close study; and we and the Bank

CONFIDENTIAL

are putting this in hand as part of the work aimed at a report for Treasury
Ministers about outward portfolio investment before the Summer Recess.
- 11"

4.

,-.I"

...

The Chancellor may like to suggest a reply to Professor Hague from

the Prime Minister on the lines of the attached draft.

C H W HODGES
23 May 1979

DRAFT REPLY FROM:
~

COPIES TO:

T0

PRIME MINISTER
DOUGLAS
.1JAGUR... ",.
~~~
CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
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GOVERNOR OF THE BANK OF ENGLAND

I was grateful to you for sending your paper¢ on exchange control of

4 May to Geoffrey Howe and me.

We shall be taking your well-timed

suggestions into account in judging how best to proceed with relaxing
controls which are obviously now

mo~e re !t~~ .~t~:e

than they need to

be.

I cannot of course anticipate what~o C~soJJQn will decide to do;
but I can say that, as you might expect, all the areas you mention are
being thoroughly explored.

UC/~4-1o,+".

PPS'

2 3 MAY 1919
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Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (L)
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Laurence Airey
Sir Fred Atkinson
Mr Couzens
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Mr Littler
Mr Jordan-Moss
Mr Dixon
Mrs Hedley-Miller
Mr Hodges
Mr Ridley
Mr Dawkins - B of E

RELAXATIONS OF EXCHANGE CONrROL

I refer to your minute to the Chancellor of 18 May, Mr Battishill's reply
recording the Chancellor's reactions dated 21 May and your further minute
of 22 May.

Unless the Chief Secretary and Mr Ridley have new points to raise,

I think I am right in saying that the only outstand:iJng issues are:(i)

whether third country trade should be extended to banks

(with consequences for the retentions rules);
(ii)

and

whether the holiday homes concession should apply to only one

home or more.
2.

The Bank of England hope to let us have a note for Ministers early next

week reporting on their consultations in the City about the third country trade
concessions.

In this case I am afraid that it is unlikely that it will be possiblE '

for an exchange control notice to be circulated on Budget Day so as to be
available to banks and other agents on 13 June.

We think it probable that the

Chancellor will not be able to do more than announce in his Budget Speech that
the concession will be made leaving full details to be announced later .
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3.

On holiday homes, we aim to let you have a further note tonight.

The

issue seems to me to be a straightforward question of political judgement
and I would hope that our note will enable a decision on the nature of the
relaxation to be taken so that it can be announced in the Budget.
.
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administering this control.

4.

Mr Battishill tells me that the Chancellor has asked for a draft minute

to send to the Prime Minister and other Cabinet colleagues with a direct interest
in his proposals.

I attach a draft for the purpose.

You will see that I have

explained the problem about third country trade in the minute but relegated the
holiday home point to the Annex.

5.

I hope you will think that appropriate.

It would be advantageous if this minute could go out today.

As recorded in

paragraph 11 of the draft, the exchange ·control notices that are to be distribute d
on Budget Day (so as to be available to banks etc next morning) need to be in
final form ready for printing not later than next Wednesday 30 May.

Given the

spring holiday, this does not allow a great deal of time for other Ministers to _
consider the matter.

J>' H.
D J S HANCOCK

23 May 1979
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MINUTE FO§HE CHANCELWR TO SEND TO THE PRIME MINISTER

COPIES TO:
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monweai tli Secr~~a ry """-

.&

State for Industry
of State for Trade
Governor of the Bank of England
Sir John Hunt

EXCHANGE CONTROL
One of our objectives is the liberalisation of our exchange control
regime consistently with our EEC Treaty obligations.

The present

strength of sterling makes it · appropriate to take a substantial first
step in the Budget.

I have therefore been considering with the

Bank of England and Treasury officials the form of an initial package
of relaxations.

I have taken account of the suggestions put to you

recently by Douglas HagueJ

2.

It would not be sensible to attempt to dismantle our controls

overnight.

Our elaborate and restrictive regime has been in existence

for 40 years.

It is therefore very difficult to predict how all the

companies and individuals affected by our existing controls would
react to a massive liberalisation.

The effects in the short ,run on the

exchange rate could be ~ destabilizing.
~rticularly

uncertain

~.!'Qu:e.

The world environment is

One of the possibilities that we

cannot exclude is a United States recession with a revival of the dollar
that might cause a large outflow from sterling.
sterling is important to our other policies.

The stability of

I conclude that we

should proceed with exchange control relaxationJone step at a time.

;

j

~D '
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3.

That being so, there are compelling arguments for starting , with

outward direct investment.
~'hQl,1':ITJ,J
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I believe that, on balance, this will be

industry~ _ exno,r-t..a,.
"
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big mOV,EL to relax . these
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controls can be made without jeopardiz.ing the remaining regime, and, in
particular, the controls over outward portfolio investment where the
'risk of big and volatile capital flows is much greater.

It is not

possible to go the other way round and to make a large relaxation of co r
on portfolio while attempting to retain controls on outward direct.

4:""\

The most important relaxations I propose to make are

(i)

the introduction of a ration of official exchange of £5 mill _

per investment project per year and

(ii) the abolition of the rule which restricts the reinvestment

0:

profits earned overseas by requiring the repatriation of at least
two-thirds of net taxed earnings.

These would be accompanied by changes affecting repayment of foreign
currency bOrrowing.~:R.is:a.,

5.

1

r.i:ta rein¥ostea prgfit 6, i .

hOle[

mo~t ontwiilr~

It is practicable to make significant changes also in the

controls affecting individuals without undermining the portfolio
controls.

I therefore propose to make substantial relaxations in

the rules concerning emigration allowances, holiday homes, cash gifts
and payments to dependants and travel allowances.

CONFIDENTIAL

6.

I should also like to take this opportunity to reverse in part

the decision in 1976 to deny sterling finance for third country trade.
This is an area in which experience has shown speculation can be severe
i-<~

;.

_.l

imposition of the control in 1976 played an important part in restoring
confidence in sterling.

On the other hand it also placed our merchants

at a competitive disadvantage and denied banks a useful source of
earnings.

The Bank of England on my instructions are now consulting

;he City interests concerned to see whether a scheme could be worked
)ut that would enable both merchants and banks to benefit from a
relaxation of the rules without excessive risk of volatile flows.
~ecid&o

the banks.

~

that it would be imprudent to extend the concession to
If so, I would propose to add a different concession to the

package in lieu of the concession to the banks:

namely the doubling

of the present period of one month for which firms generally can retai n
foreign currency earnings before they are required to convert them into
sterling.

7.

Fuller details of the relaxations I have in mind are set out in

Annex to this minute.

t~

You will see that the list also includes two

modest initial steps on portfolio investment and the abolition of the
gold coins control introduced in 1975.

Final decisions will need to wa i

until I have the Bank of England's further advice on third country trade
and also until I am able to assess the probable effect of the Budget as
a whole on the exchange rate.
of the financial markets·

expenditur~and

to

So long as our policies command the confi

(in particularJour determination to cut publi

contro~~~onetary

aggregates),it is unlikely that

the relaxations listed in the Annex will cause a substantial outflow fro r
sterling.

3.
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8.

When announcing these relaxations I propose to say that I will

be studying over the months ahead further proposals for a gradual
relaxation of exchange control extending into the field of portfolio

announced when conditions were appropriate and that the speed of relaxat :
would be influenced by the effect of international events on sterling
as well as by the speed with which we were able to solve our economic
problems.

9.

Officials have taken very informal soundings of Commission officia

to find out how a 'package of the sort I envisage would be likely to be
viewed by the Commission.

This is important because our ability to kee F

the remaining exchange controls to which our EEC Treaty obligations
apply depends on continued authorisation by the Commission.

Also,

in three minor respects, my proposals remove discrimination in favour
of the Community.

(At present the controls on outward direct investment

emigration allowances and cash gifts all have a more generous·- allo\\rance
for the Community than for the rest of the world.

These discrimination s

add to the complexity of the exchange control regime and we are under
strong pressure from the Americans to make our relaxations non-discriminL
The Commission would also prefer faster progress on portfolio;

but

Commission officials do not deny that there are important technical
obstacles to be overcome before a controlled programme of relaxation
for portfolio investment could be introduced.

10.

I am advised that the Commission are likely to go along with

my proposed package provided that they are seen to have been consulted.
I therefore intend to invite Commission officials to London to discuss

4.

\
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.

the details of the package with the Treasury and the Bank about a
week before the Budget.
myself , a day or two

I will speak to Mr Ortoli on the telephone

b~fore

the Budget:

and we shall invite the

Commission to issue a Press Notice on Budget day simultaneously with
ours so as to make it quite clear that they were fully consulted.

11.

I should be glad to know that you are content that I should

proceed on the lines described above.

Detailed work on the preparation

of exchange control notices and other relevant documents is already
in hand.

To ensure no misunderstandings or confusion, the commercial

should
banks and other exchange control agents
receive these
by
notice::lthe morn ing after the announcement. To get them out on Budget

Day, the texts need to be put in final form ready for printing not
later than next Wednesday 30 May.

12.

I am sending copies of this minute to the Secretaries of State

Foreign and Commonwealth Relations, Industry and Trade, the
Governor of the Bank of England and Sir John Hunt.

for'
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Financial Secretar:v ~
Minister - of S:ta{:e .~ l;)
Minister of State (1,)
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Lawrence Airey
Sir Fred Atkinson
Mr Couzens
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Mr Barratt
Mr Littler
Mr Jordan-Moss
Mr Dixon
Mr Hancock
Mrs Hedley-Miller
Mr Hodges
Mr Ridley
Mr McMahon )
Mr Dawkins )Bank of Eng

EXCHANGE CONTROL
This is to record that the Chancellor and the Chief Secretary
discussed this subject briefly at the meeting of Treasury Ministers
this morning.

The Chief Secretary said that he agreed with the

Chancellor's comments recorded in your minute of 21 May, and had
nothing to add at this stage.

A C PIRIE
23rd May 1979

One of our objectives is the liberalisation of our exchange
control regime consistently with our SEC Treaty obligations.
The present strength of sterling makes it appropriate to take a
sUbstantial first step in the Budget.
I have therefore been
considering with the Bank of England and Treabury officials
the form of an initial package of relaxations.
I have taken
account of the suggestions put to you recently by Douglas Hague.
It would not be sensible to attempt to dismantle our
controls overnight.
Our elaborate and restrictive regime has
been in existence for 40 years.
It is therefore very difficult
to predlct how all the companies and indi vidu?ls ;>lould react
to a massive liberalisation.
The effects in the short run on
the exchange rate could be destabilising.
The world environment
is .particularly uncertain.
One of the possi~ilities that
we cannot exclude is a United States lecession with a
revival of the dollar that might cause a large outflow from
sterling.
The stability of sterling is impo~tant to our
other policies.
I conclude th~t we should proceed with
exchange control relaxations one step at a time.
That being so, there are corr]pelling ar'guments for starting
with outward direct investment.
I believe that, on balance,
this will be helpful to British industry and exports.
A big
move to relax these controls can be made without jeopardising the
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and, in particular, the controls over outward
portfolio investment where the risk of big and volatile
capital flows is much greater;
It is not possible to
go the other way round and to make a large relaxation of
controls on portfolio while attempting to r8tain controls on
outward direct.
remalning~regime,

At present the rules are complex.
Their overall effect
is to require the bulk of outward direct investment to be
financed either by foreign currency borrowing or by the
reinvestment of overseas earnings.
The most important
relaxations I propose to make are

(i)

the introduction of a ration of offical exchange
of £5 million per investment project per year and

(ii)

the abolition of the rule which restricts the
reinvestment of profits earned overseas by
requiring the repatriation of at least two-thirds
of net taxed ~arnings.

These would be accompanied by changes affecting repayment of
foreign currency borrowing.
It is practicable to make significant changes also in
the controls affecting individuals without undermining the
portfolio controls.
I therefo~e propose to make sUbstantial
relaxations in the rules concerning emigration allowances,
holiday homes, cash gifts and payments to dependants and
travel allowances.
The reference to .1I holiday homes" involves
,some political risk, but it is an area of control which is
particularly labour-intensive (&nd so expensive to operate)
for a limited return.
On the whole I think it would be

,,
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easier to d~spose of in thecQ.ntext · of a large package of
this kind than to deal with it separately later.
I should also like to take this opportunity to reverse in
part the decision in 1976 to deny sterling finance for third
country trade .
This is an area in 1dnich experience has shown
speculation can be severe if confidence in the existing rate
for sterling is weakened.
The imposition of the control in
1976 played an important part in restoring confidence in
sterling.
On the other hand it also placed our merchants
at a competitive disadvantage and denied banks a useful source
'of earnings.
The Bank of England on my instructions are now
consulting the City. interests concerned to see whether a scheme
could be worked out that would enable both merchants
and banks to benefit from a relaxation of the rules without
excessive risk of volatile flows.
I understand that there
should be no difficulty on a scheme for the merchants, but that
I may be obliged to consider that it would be imprudent to
extend the concession to the banks.
If so, I would propose to a c
a different concession to - the package iri lieu of the conceSSlon
to the banks: namely the doubling of the present period of
one month for which firms generally can retain foreign currency
earnings before they are required to convert them into sterling.
Fuller details of the relaxations I have in mind are set out
. in the Annex to this minute .
Y0U will see that the list also
includes two modest initial steps on portfolio investment and
the abolition of the gold coins control introduced in 1975 .
Final decisions will need to wait until I have the Bank of
England's further advice on third country trade and also until I a
able to assess the probable effect of the Budget as a whole on the
exchange rate.
So long as our policies command the confidence
of the financial markets (in particular, our determination
to cpt public expenditure and to c ont r o l the PSBR and the
CONFI D E ~r;lf\ L
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I am ~dvised that the Commission are likely to go along
with my proposed package provided that they are seen to have been
consulted.
I therefore intend to invite Commission officials to
London to discuss the details of the package with the Treasury
and the Bank about a week before the Budget.
I will speak to
Mr. Ortoli on the telephone myself a day or tvlO before the
Budget; and we shall invite the Commission to issue a
Press Notice on Budget day simultaneously with ours so as to make
it quite clear that they were fully consulted.
should be glad to know that you are content that I should
proceed on the lines described above.
Detailed work on the
preparation of exchange contr~l notices and other relevant docum c
is already j_n hand.
To ensure no misunderstandings or confusio r
the commercial banks and other exchange control agents should
receive these noticES by the morning after the announcement.To get them out on Budget Day, the texts need to be put in final
form ready for printing no later than next Wednesday 30th May.
I

I

am sending copies of this minute to the Secretaries of

State for Foreign and Commonweal th Affairs
~ Indus try 2nd
Trade, the Governor of the Bank of England and Sir John Hunt.

(GEOFFREY HO\'lE)
(Approved by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and signed in his absence)

23rd May, 1979
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ANNEX

PROroSED EXCHANGE CONTROL RELAXATIONS

Outward direct investment
. ,rT;

(i)

"" -~-:: .... ;::::':~

.. _

A ration of official exchange of up to

£5 million per project

per year for new outward direct investment.
(ii)

Abolition of the requirement that at least two-thirds of overseas

earnings must be repatriated •
. (iii)

--

Existing foreign currency borro'w-ling to be repayable in five

~quu ~

annual instalments - this replaces the "matching benefits" rule.
(iv)

New borrov.'ing also to be repayable over five years (to the extent

that repayment cannot be met from the ration).
(v)

Disinvestment proceeds to be alloHed to be used to payoff

u~related

borrowing.

Controls on individuals
(i)

Private nronerty:

replacement of the present requirement that

investment currency must be used by a ration of official exchange of
£100,000 per family per year.

Further consideration to be given to

whether this should be confined to one property per family.
(ii)

Emigration allowances:

increase the initial allovlance of offici

exch~nbe per family unit to £200,000 worldwide.

(At present it is

£80,000 for the EEC and £40,000 elsewhere).
(iii)

CQsh 5i ft s and dependant s allm·.' Rnccs:

combine these allo\'/Clnces

and raise the a."'.Ilu.J.l lioit per donor to £10,000.

(At present, they

are £.1,500 - £3,000 in the EEC - for gifts, plus £2,000 for depend2,nts.)

(iv)

Travel nllowancps:

allo\oJ banks to issue £1,000 per journeJ

(instead of £500 now).

Third coun.,t rv tro.de._.
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The re-introduction of sterling finance for third country trade.
Decisions on whether it should be confined to UK mercho.nts or extended

~

banks and on the precise. nature of the scheme to be token after consult z
now proceeding.

Foreign currency retentions
.

.-----

If it is decided not to extend the third country trade concession to
banks, permission for firms to retain for tvlO months

foreign currency

sufficient to cover tHO months' needs (instead of one month in both
cases now).

OutHard port:olio investment
(i)

Official exchange to be allowed to meet the interest on foreign

currency borrowing taken to finance portfolio investment.

: (ii)

Abolition of the present rule t::at 115 per cent of the value

of loans taken out of port folio investr.1ent must be covered by foreign
currency securities or investment currency •

.Gold coins
Remove all restrictions on import of and dealing in gold coins.

\. f~O
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Chancellor of the
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Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Minister of State (C)
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Sir Douglas Wass
Mr Couzens
Mr Barratt (or)
Mr Jordan-Moss
Mr Ridley

cc to

Mr Ilett
Mr McIntyre
Mr D A Dawkins B/E
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EXCHANGE CONTROL

HOLIDAY HOMES ABROAD

The Financial Secretary, when endorsing the proposal for an official exchange
ration of £100,000 per year for purchase of property abroad for private use,
was less happy with the suggestion of -continuing to limit these properties
to I per family, since he thought this could seem rather paternalistic; and
he asked officials to look further at_the point.

The Chancellor has however

expressed some doubt about the case for allowing the use of official exchange
for a second holiday home.
2.

The Bank have reviewed the question whether allowing more than one

private overseas property purchase per family would undermine the present
policy that no portfolio investment in property can be allowed.

They have

concluded and I agree that, since most property investment can be done as a
direct investment, there would be no serious exchange control difficulty

----

involved and indeed the administrative task might be slightly reduced because
the number of

- '-'--~ ~--------------------- ..
p~operties owned could be ignored.
Although property cannot

-----~~-----... --

be controlled as effectively as securities, the risk here does not depend on the
number of properties allowed.

The question is therefore purely one for politica l

judgement.

3.

It would however be a pity in my view to defer the relaxation on private

property to a later package since it would help to reduce friction with the
public and save on administration and enforcement.
liberalisation only for

prop~ties

I should also advise against

in other EEC countries: most existing holiday

homes are outside the Community e.g. Spain, and I do not believe we should gain
any extra credit from the Commission for discriminating in this way, which would
certainly <rnlpI icate adminis tra tion.

CONFIDENTIAL
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As you know, if we are to get the relevant exchange control notice

printed in time, we need a decision by 30 May •
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HOLIDAY HOHES ABROAD

_Ltl Secretary has noted the points made in your ninutc of

P C DIGGLE
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EXCHAl'J'GE CONTROL

I have been thinking about

to mine of

~v1r .

Battishill' s minute of 21 May in response

18 }lay.

You suggest that a separate opportunity should be found to present
the case for

rel~~ations

of out1'1ard direct investment to the TUC.

I

think we should see the evidence first before deciding how best to
use i t .

I

do not see any immediate purpose in a separate presentation

of the case to the TUC, over and above the case l'le shall be presenting
to Parl,'o..ment and people,

although no doubt the subject ,rill feature

in your informal contacts ,rith trade union leaders and possibly also
I

in the forum of NEDC under your chairmanship.

agree that i t ''lould

be useful to try to persuade the CBr to nal<:e the case publicly, indepen r
.

-- ----- ------..

tly of w"hatever \Ve may do.

-
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EXCHlC\GE CONTROL

I have been thinking about Hr Battishill's minute of' 21 Nay in respon s
to mine of 18 Hay.
You sug.s;est that a separate opportunity should be found to present
the case lor rela.........::ations of'

out,~ard

direct investment to the TUe.

I

think we should see the evidence first bef'ore deciding how best to
use it.

I

do not see any immediate purpose in a separate presentation

of the case to the TUC, over and above the case we shall be presentins
to Parl,'o..ment and people, althou.s;h no doubt the subject Hill feature
in your informal contacts

'h~ th

trade union leaders and possibly also

in the forum of' NEDC under your chairmanship.

I

a~ree

that i t 'vould

be use luI to try to persuade the CBI to make the case publicly, indepe r
tly of'

,~hatever

'\",e may do.

/
L,. '

NIGEL LAUSON

24 }lay 1979
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T'he .l\t Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe I1P
Chancellor of the Exchequer
Hn Trea sury
Parliament Street
8\'J/1

EXCHANGZ CONTROLS
Th an~

y ou for copying to me your minute of 23 Hay to the Prime

Minister.
As ;you know I share your view that the liberalisation of exchange
controls Vlould be helpful to British industry and exports.

I believe

also that a firm move to dismantle the constraint of these controls
could be an important sign to the outside world of the Government's
deter~ina tion

to tackle bottle-necks on tne s upply side of the

eco nomy .
In this respect I was assuffilng that you Honld remove all controls on
overseas direct

investment~

since there c an be little firm evidence

that it would create sUbstantial flows across the exchanges - and it
would be seen as a symbolic g esture to markets indicating considerable
se lf -confidence on the part of the

in-co~i ng

wit n fi rm fiscal and monetary policies,

Government.

e~bra cing

Anno unced

significant

reductions in public spending, the two seasures taken together,

~ight

well have the perverse effect of actually stre ngthening Sterling.
':rile arGument that our policies on exchange controls should be di ctated

by t h e impact of consequent moves in the exchange rate on
not one that I accept at this particular
it is so difficult to predict.
"'1-

junct ure~

e:~orts

is

not least because

~<

co NF IDENT ilL

",

~"" ." "

:=:

.,.,, ',

•

Your proposals therefore whilst welcome as fa r as they go may, I
sugges t, be regarded by markets as being

u~d uly

timid.

For this reason

the y may not bring about the full politic al a nd economic benefits
whi c h night otherwise have been obtained.
criticism from the TUC which will be
a further step.

Undoubtedly they will meet

repe a~ed

each time that you take

It is ironic that our outitJard capital flows should

still be more tightly controlled than in

al~ ost

industrial country, in spite of North Sea Oil.

any other major western
It is the excessive

caution of successive governments in this area of policy that h as
broug h t about this situation - and I am disappointed that we cannot
gra sp this useful opportunity by taking a more courageous step.
The re -introduction of Sterling
welco~e.

fina~cinG

for third country trade lS

I accept that it would be unwise to abandon controls on

portfolio investments at this stage but I fu lly support the limited
steps t h at you are taking here at this

ti ~e

and I note your intention

to study further relaxations in this fiel d a s circumstances pe rmit.
I

a~

copy ing this to the Prime Minister, t h e Se cretaries of Sta te for

For e i gn and Commonwealth Af fairs and Industry, the Governor of the
BanL of England and to Sir John Hunt.

JOHN NOTT

(approved by t~le Se cretary of State
and signed i~ hi s absense)
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EXCHANGE CONTROL: HOLIDAY HOMES ABROAD

I understand that the Prime Minister has approved the proposals for th
relaxation of exchange controls in the forthcoming Budget as contained
in your minute to her of 23 May.

This leaves, as the only item of the

package still - and now urgently - requiring a firm decision, the ques
of whether the proposed ration of £100,000 of official exchange, per
family per year, for the purchase of private property overseas should
or should not be further circumscribed byfue requirement that each

fam ~

may purchase only one property.
I do not consider this to be a decision of the first importance.

Howe,

the Treasury and the Bank have agreed that the absence of this second
condition would further ease the administrative task of policing this
particular control, and i t does seem to me unnecessarily paternalistic
to tell people that they can have £100,000 of official exchange to
purchase a holiday home in Provence but not even £80,000 if they wish
to purchase a modest villa on the Costa Brava and a chalet in
I would therefore recommend,
"one home" restriction.

on balance,

Bri~allAY.

that we do not impose the

As I understand it, there is no need for the

notice to refer to the number of holiday homes at all: it

\~ould

merely

make clear that there was to be a ration of £100,000 for a purchase of
overseas property.

.1

.. ,- '--, ;" ' '. --y , ~.r..

my ~'.... ~.:.: \; ::~'!:f?J< '

\~ '

, .F~~ <22

£5 mtllion ration for ~111F?

~~.~ ~ ,,!,:~.~::~:~

•.,~\~(;~<~ ~ed

that·~ , ;:~;r::::-'T·:~r!=·

,r,:;::" -::T!::;: ~.:",~ " ,

lQ direct investment "would, in practi,c e,

be only one step away from complete freedom for direct investment
overseas and that all being well you ought to be in a position to
take this further step quite soon.
to

I would hope you might feel able

fo;~hadow this in your Budget statement.

NIGEL LAWSON

29 May 1979
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MR. DOUGLAS HAGUE
You wrote to Tony Battishill on 9th May, enclosing
a note from Mr. Douglas Hague on the exchange controls.
The Chancellor also received a copy direct from Mr. Hague.
The Chancellor suggests that the Prime Minister may like
to reply on the lines of the attached draft.
I am copying this letter to John Beverly.

Oft. A. HALL)

. T. Lankester Esq.,
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DRAFT REPLY FROM
PROFESSOR DOUGLAS HAGUE

TO

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER

COPIES TO:
.- .....

~-~

..

I was grateful to you for sending your paper
on exchange control of 4th May to Geoffrey Howe and
me.
into

We shall be taking your well-timed suggestions
acc~unt

in

judg~ing

how best to proceed with

relaxing controls which are obviously now more
restrictive than they need to be.
anticipate what

~

I cannot of course

Geoffrey will decide to do;

but I can say that, as you might expect, all the aredS
you mention are being thoroughly explored.
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EXCHANGE CONTROLS
The Prime Minister has considered the Chancellor1s minute
of 23 May on the above subject.
She has also seen Mr. Nott1s
letter of 25 May, which broadly welcomes the Chancellor1s proposal s
but argues that they should go rather wider.
The Prime Minister understa~ds the reasoning behind Mr. Nott1 s
suggestion that the exchange control relaxation should be more
ambitious than the Chancellor proposes;
but she considers that
the precise degree of relaxation which can be immediately contemplated must be a matter for the judgement of the Chancellor and
the Governor, and she therefore agrees that the Chancellor should
proceed on the lines set out in his minute.
I am sending copies of this letter to Paul Lever (Foreign and
Commonwealth Office), Andrew Duguid (Department of Industry),
Tom Harris (Department of Trade), John Beverly (Bank of England),
and Martin Vile (Cabinet Office).

.---Martin Hall, Esq.,
HM Treasury.
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The Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe QC MP
Chancellor of the Exchequer
lIM Treasury
Parliament Street

CSW~

1

A quick note on your minute to the Prime Minister
on exchange controls, of 23 May.
On page 2, you refer to "the introduction of a
ration of official exchange of £5m per investment
project per year".
It occurred to me that ~l1y self-respecting
management would be able so to define and structure
their operations, in "project" terms, as to yield
as many £5m chunks as they wanted.
But I am sure
that someone at your end will have thought of that.

JOHN HOSKYNS
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CONFIDENTI.AL

EXCHANGE CONTROLS

exchange control relaxations i.'lhich you propose to announce
in your forthcoming budget speech.
In his absence at a NATO meeting in The Hague, I am
writing to say that I welcome your proposal to introduce
some relaxations to our exchange control regime. I accept
that the imminence of the budget wak es it difficult to do
more at this stage and I welcome y our intention to keep the
possibility of further relaxations under study. If we are
to relax portfolio investment controls, as I think we should,
I hope we shall do so sooner rather than later.
That said, I accept that the package is a valuable
first step. If the proposed removal of controls generates
an increase in the flow of direct investment overseas,
including to the developing countries, this may to some
extent offset cuts we are having to make in our official
Aid Programme. It should also help to increase the diversity
and security of our raw material supplies. Finally, it should
help us counter the criticism 'Hhich 'tI e have been under from
both the Commission and the Americans over our current
exchange control practices. I am glad that you i.'lill be
giving the Commission advance notice of what you intend.
/1
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I am sending copies of this minute to the Prime
Minister, the Secretaries of State for Industry and Trade,
the Governor of the Bank of England and to Sir John Hunt.

I L"
"

30 May 1979
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CH.11.NCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
cc

,

, '/ .

Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Hinister of State - Commons
Minister , o~.,.: St::lt .~":_~.J~.~~ .
Sir Douglas Wass .
Sir Lawrence Airey
Sir Fred Atkinson
f.'lr Couzens
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Mr Barratt - o.r.
Mr Littler
Mr Jordan-Moss
Mr Dixon
Mrs Hedley-Miller
Mr Hodges M
La
Mr Ridley rs
max
Mr McMahon)
Hr Dawkins) B of E

EXCHANGE CONTROL RELAXATION
You asked whether it \-Jould be possible to increase the size of the package on

I

..,. /-.
exchange control on the lines suggested by Hr l';ott in his letter dated 25 May.

2.

I1r Nott' s suggestion related only to outward direct investment.

He did not

comment on the personal relaxations and he explicitly said that he accepted tha t
it 1:[ould be un\<Jise to abandon cont rols on port ':-olio.

So far as outward direct investment is concerned, Hr Nott suggested that
,, 11 controls should be removed.

So long as

':!A

retain controls over portfolio

investment ) it \oJQuld not be possible to abandon the monitoring of applicat ions.
Dut you could introduce an unlimited allowanc e
':lith continued monitoring

!~o r

overseas direct investment

of all applications to enable the Bank of England to

s atisfy themselves that the applications were [ enuine.

Lt.

The Treasury's original proposal was for a £2 rr:illion ration 'with a number

of other relaxations that would be likely to be less expensive than the Bank's
recommendation of a £5 million ration.

The reason for our more modest

suggestion ~

\"Jas that \.; e wanted to limit the cost to the balance of payments capital account.
But we \-Jere persuaded that, given the sort of Budget that you intend to introduce,
the extra cost of moving to a £5 million ration \'!Ould not be serious, whereas the

£5 million rat ion VJQuld be simpler and administ rat i vely superior.

CONFIDENrIAL
\.

5.

A further move from a

£5 million ration to unlimited official exchange for

outward direct investment would similarly be unlikely to involve sUbstantial
extra cost, provided it were not exploited as a means of evading the restrictions
on outward portfolio.

There is a risk that this might happen since capital
•

. . .. " ~--.~ :

)

~~ ~~ --~

'--:;.:~,.;~~~.~. : -..

tL§:-

~~

.• ':~'~'"~~~ ":~!1"~.

transferred to any overseas subsidiary mlght be used to lnvest ln securltles
rather than in the real business of the company.

The risk is more apparent in

the case of the subsidiaries and branches of banks vJhose business is after all
in financial assets.
a ration of

We do not rate the risk very highly and it is true that

£5 million would not provide complete protection.

Nevertheless it

would be safer to wait until we were in a position to make a move on portfolio
before allowing an unlimited amount of official exchange for outward direct
investment.

Our intention had therefore been to think further about the degree

of risk while preparing options on the relaxation of portfolio.

If we were

satisfied that the risk was manageable, our intention had been to recommend an
unlimited allowance for outward direct investment to be introduced at the same
time as the first major relaxation of portfolio.

6.

The exchange control notices that

being sent to the printer tonight.

~re

to be distributed on Budget Day are

In order to keep your options open, we have

during the course of the day drafted a new alternative notice on outward direct
investment which makes the allowance of official exchange unlimited for new pro j r
and provides for the repayment of new borrowing at any time.

We hope that this

new Notice will also be ready for circulation on Budget Day.

7.

We are also as a matter of urgency seeing what evidence we can collect

about the possible extra cost of increasing the concession in this way.

We

will report the result as soon as it is available.

8.

I frankly doubt whether it is worth changing plans at this stage.

Just as

it is true that the extra cost to the capital account of the increased concession
is not likely to be large, it is also true that the extra benefit to particular
fi'Cms is unlikely to be very significant.

Many large firms will prefer to

continue to borrow in foreign currency in order t o match their liabilities against
their foreign currency assets.

The Prime Minister went out of her way to give

s upport to the judgment of what it would be prudent at this stage to cio as
expressed in your minute of 23 May.

I therefore suggest that it would be

better to leave the package as described in that minute and consider the case
f or an unlimited ration of foreign exchange for outward direct at the time when
receive our analysis of the possibilities for a maj or relaxation of portfolio
controls later in the year.

2•
.. j

Y0 1

CONFIDENTIAL

9.

The Bank are consulting the Governor about the results of their discussions

\Vi th the City interests concerned \.,rith third country trade and a report to
Ministers will be made shortly.

=V.H.
D J S HANCOCK

JJ May 1979
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Minister of State (Commons)
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EXCHANGE CONTROL

HOLIDAY HOMES ABROAD

The Chancellor cccepts the recommendations in your minute
of 29th May.
He is concerned that the "holiday homes"
relaxation should be played in as low a key as possible.

(M. A. HALL)
31st May, 1979
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EXCHANGE CONTROL:

Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Minister of State (Commons)
Minister of State (Lords)
, S.i .l..."~ n",,,.~
,~ ,c;:! .~. WD"~
J,t-'" l'~ . / '
.
.'
.

_~" . ..

':". "

.. Sir L8.wren·c e Airey
Sir Fred At!tinson
Mr Couzens
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Mr Jordan-Moss
Mr Littler
Mr Dixon
Mr Hancock
Mrs Hedley-Miller
Mr Ridley
Mr Ilett

"RATION" OF OFFICIAL EXCHANGE FOR OUTWARD DIRECT INVESTMENT PROJE(

Mr Hoskyns at No. 10, in his letter to you of 29 May, has said it occurred to him
that any self-respecting

~nagement

would ' be able so to define and structure their

operations, in "project" terms, as to yield as many £5 million chunks of n-fficial
exchange as they wanted.

2.

We believe that, in practice, companies

structure their

opera~ions

invest~ng

abroad are most unlikely to

primarily by reference to methods of financing;

and an

applicant would in any case have to satisfy the Bank of England that each ration
would relate to a recognisably distinct project.

Accumulating "chunks" of official

exchange might still be possible, particularly by deliberate misrepresentation.
But the Bank's experience of administering the £1 million ration for investments in'

the EEC between 1972 and 1974 was that companies did not go in for this.

In

general, indeed, we doubt if investing companies think it prudent to mislead the
authorities" on such matters, specially in relation to large transactions.

3.

A draft,.reply· to Mr Hoskyns is attached.

C H W HODGES

31 May 1979
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DRAFl"REPLY FROM CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
TO JOHN HOSKYNS ESQ

' 10 Downing Street
. ? ".;

London SWI
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.Thank you ' for your note of 29 May about my minute to. the Prime Minister
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1972 to'.: 1974 was that companies did not go in for this.

::i:

They seem even

less ,likely to want to. with the size of ration now envisaged.
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He have now made enquiries of the banks in order to
establish whether it would be practicable to allow them to finanC E:
third country trade in sterling within some overall limit and
subject to monitoring.

I am afraid we have not been a.ble to

a method of allocating a limit to each bank which we should
as satisfactory.

fin (~

regar ~

l"Ioreover, some banks doubt \vhether it would be

operationally ;?ossib le al\vays to remain wi thin a limi t;

while

others do not believe they would even be able to monitor the exte J
to which they were financing third country trade in sterling.

Ir

these circumstances, we vlould not recommend proceeding wi th the
rroposed relaxation at present.
We have also been consulting the various trade associa l
about the possibility of monitoring the merchants' use of sterlinc
to finance third country trade, if this were once more to be allo\
We are already confident that there is no insuperable obstacle to
an adequate system of monitoring.

We shall next need to establi s

with the merchants the exact form of reporting;

and, since we pre

to delegate to the banks as much as 90ssible of the business of
giving permissions to merchants, we shall also need to discuss wit
the banks the text of an appropriate notice.

Ne would be in a

position to do this as soon as there was an announcement of the
Government's intention to restore to merchants the possibility of
third country

tr~dc

in

follow as soon as possible after we had completed our consultation :

The Rt.Hon.Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, IP.
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Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
M~ni~tor of Statp (1)
Minister of State (C)
Sir Douglas It/ass
Sir Lawrence Airey
Mr Couzens
Mr Bridgeman
Mr Cowdy
Mr Hodges
Mrs LDmax
Mr Ilett

You asked for urgent advice on the Governor's letter of 31 May about the
proposed exchange control relaxation for third country trade.
2.

Frankly, I am not at all surprised -that the Bank have been unable to

devise a scheme for extending the concession to banks in a way that would
limi t the cost.

That now having been

~stablished,

'vIe

\vould strongly agree

with the Governor that the proposal for granting the concession to banks
should be dropped out of the Budget package.

Our experience in 1976 showed

how rapidly leading and lagging can build up in this ar.ea and it would not
be consistent \vith the prudent and gradual approach to exchange control
relaxation v/hich you have endorsed to give the banks an open-ended concession
to finance third country trade in sterling.

The risks of volatility here

are much greater than those associated with out\. . ard direct investment.

3.

I therefore recommend that you now approve the proposal in the original

Treasury submission, namely:-

(i)

Permission for UK resident merchants to finance third-country trade

in sterling without limit but subject to monitoring;
(ii)

and

re ceipts
Permission for firms to retain foreign currency/for two -months

and also to keep sums needed for known commitments for the coming two months
(instead of one month in each case as now).

CONFIDENTIAL

4.

It will not now, in the time available, be possible to print exchange control

notices for either of these concessions so that they will be ready to be
circLllated on Budget Day.
-L.~vvc....

the

,

In any case, as you will see from the Governor's

further con. ............ ~d.l.iv . . .

no~ice

...:>

are Heeded w'-_ ....

applying to third country trade.

\,Hc

i .LJ'-4J..LAS

about tile text

U.l.

However, there is no reason why

you should not announce the intention to make these two concessions in the
Budget Speech and in the associated Treasury Press Notice.

5.

May we proceed accordingly?

J>.I-{ .
D J S HANCOCK
1 June 1979

Ii

cc:

Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Minister of State (C)
Minister of State (L)
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Lawrence Airey
Sir F;red .. Atkinson
l\IT
1 "~ r'fouzens
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Mr. Barratt (or)
Mr. Littler
Mr. Jordan-Moss
Mr. Dixon
Mrs. Hedley-Miller
Mr. Hodges
Mrs. Lomax
Mr. Ridley
Mr. HcMahon )
Bank of Eng1 2 _
Mr. Dawkins

As I told you yesterday on the telephone, the
Chancellor agrees with the conclusions in paragraph 8
of your minute of 30th May.
2.

He would however be interested in any figuring you

are able to provide on the likely consequences of
Mr. Nott's suggestions.

(M.A. HALL)
1st June, 1979
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cc Chief Secretary
Minister of State - Commons
Minister 'of State - Lords
Sir Douglas Wass
Mr Couzens
Sir L Airey
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Sir F Atkinson
Mr Littler
Mr Jordon-Moss
Mr Dixon
Mrs Hedley-Miller
Mr Hancock
Mr Hodges
Mr· Ridley

EXCHANGE CONTROLS

I have read Keith Joseph's letter to you of 1 June suggesting that,
in addition to the substantial liberalisation of outward direct
investment already agreed, there should be an immediate and complete
relaxation for outward direct investment in raw material supplies.
As you know/ the ' new exchange control notices have already been
printed without this proposal; thus its inclusion in the package
now would be a very obvious afterthought.
In previous minutes I have expressed the hope that you would be able
to introduce a further package of exchange control
being well, in the autumn.
m~t

re~axation,

all

I would suggest that Keith's proposal

form part of this second stage package - if, indeed, i t is not

supsumed ,- in

a complete relaxation ,6~ttward direct investment controls

I cannot believe that the postponement of this move

for~period

of

three monthswoulj have any adverse industrial or strategic consequences.

NIGEL LAWSON
4: June 1979
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cc

Pr
:";;L_~_ ~:r~
~e Sec.
PS/Chief Sec . etary
PS/Minister of State (C)
PS/Minister of State (L)
Sir D Wass
Sir L Airey
Mr Couzens
Mr F Jones
!vIr Dixon
Mr Unwin
Mr Butt
Mr P G Davies
Mr Hodges
Mr Allan
Mr Ilett
Mr Ridley
Mr Dawkins - Bank of England
_ 0

::.

w _

PUBLIC PRESENTATION OF EXCHANGE CONTROL PACKAGE
The Financial Secretary was grateful for your comment of 1 June
suggesting how you plan to prepare the ground for the public presentation of the Exchange Control package .

He is content with what you

propose; but, while he has considered your idea of a personal invitat i
to Len Murray (paragraph 3) he has decided not to pursue it.

P C DIGGLE

4: June 1979

LR DAvlKINS

cc

Hodges
Mr Ilett

JvlJ'

Mr

McIntyr~

MrRa~
• u

--1rl..l..ctll

EXCHA.NGE CONTROL - MEETING WITH COI"J-iISSION
I see no need for a meeting before we see the Commission at 10 a . m. tomorrow
morning.

But if you feel we should meet beforehand, I am free from 9 a.m.

onwards.
2.

I had it in mind to make an opening statment on the following lines:(i)

Our new Government has a very different approach to economic

policy from its

predecessor.

Its approach to exchange control is fundament a J_

different .
(ii)

For political reasons they are anxious to make an important first steF

in the direction of relaxation
on 12 June.

Hence the rush.

at the first opportunity , which is the Budget
Otherwise we would, of course, have given the

Commission more time to consider these matters.
(iii)

The Government's motive is not to get the exchange rate down but

to remove distortions.
(iv)

There are in any case considerable risks and uncertainties in our

balance of payments prospect.
(v)

This explains why the Government has decided on a gradual approach

to relaxation.
(vi)

But, unlike their predecessors, they have a very strong general

disposition to make further moves if circumstances permit.
(vii)

Explain why they have decided to give priority to outward direct

in'lestment in the first move.
(viii)

It follows from the fact that the main motive is to remove distortions

that we do not want to discriminate in favour of the Community.

Our aim
11

is to simplify the controls .

I might refe.r delicately to the spirit behind

the Treaty which presumably is that the return

~n

capital will be highest if

COI~FIDEI~i'

-J

l.'..L

it is allowed to flow free ly in ac cord G.n ce wit h r;,arket juc£erne nt s.
any case other Community countries do not discriminate.
(ix)

At that point I would hand round a piece of paper showing t h

- i

i

under consideration.

Final decisions will not be taken until the

Chancellor has assessed the effect of his Budget as a whole on the
exchange rate and the outlook for the balance of payments .

I

But ) if

we did decide to drop any part of it, it would be most unlikely to
be that part relating to outward direct investment .

- j

j

·1

(x)

We should, of course, be very glad to consider any

sug~esti c

that the Commission might have to make in our post-Budget review
further steps towards relaxation .

vJe

0:

have already noted their sugi-

for Community bonds and we will, of course, consider that along

wi ~

suggestions for early moves on portfolio.

3.

As you see, I am not proposing to say anything about Community proc ,

I thought it would be tactically best to take the line that that is their
and that we will be ready to fall in with anything they think appropriate .
,

will reduce the chances of our being held to ransom as suggested in

.

Ohlm a ~

recent interview with Fitchew.

4.

If you are unhappy about any of this, could you give me a ring?

)), /-l.
D J S HANCOCK

4 June 1W9
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cc Chief Secretary
Minister of ~~ct~ [
Minister of stat e
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Lawrence Air (
Hr Couzens
Mr I3ridg;eman
Mr Hancock
Mr Hodges
Hr CO,\'ldy
Mrs Lomax
Mr Ilett

,. .,

EXCHANGE CONTROL: RELAXATION FOR THIRD COUNTRY TRADE.
I

a,~ree

'wi th Mr Hancock's minute of 1 June - but I could not wish

the qualification in his paragraph J (i)
to see the light 01 day.

"but subject to monitorinp; :'

-

This is an internal matter.

NIGEL LAWSON
!~

June 1979

cc

Principal Private Secretary
PS/Chief Secretary
PS/Minister of State - Commons
PS/MiniRtpr nT ~t~t~ - Lords
Sir D Wass
Sir L Airey
Sir F Atkinson
Mr Couzens
l~r Barratt (0.1'.)
Mr Byatt
HI' F Jones
HI' Cassell
Mr Dixon
Mr Middleton
HI' Unwin
Mr Gill
HI' HOdges
HI'S LDmax
HI' Allan
Mr Ilett
Mr Ridley

Mr Dawkins )
Mr Walker

) B of E
Mr Sangster)

EXCHANGE CONTROL:

ARGUMENrS FOR AND AGAINST REIAXATION

Attached to this minute is a note which surveys the arguments that are customarily
deployed for and against the relaxation of exchange controls.

We have prepared it

chiefly as a means of increasing our collective understanding of these arguments.
I thought you might like to glance at it before the Budget as background for the
subsequent debates.

It is rather long - but I have added an index to the front

to guide you quickly to the parts you may want to read.

The justification for a

gradual approach to the relaxation of exchange control in paragraphs 47 to 50 may
prove to be useful.

You may also care to note paragraph 6 which makes the point

that the argument that floating rates have made exchange controls redundant is not
conclusive.

They could be part of a policy to hold up the exchange rate so as to

contain inflation.
2.

I particularly wish to draw your attention to one important implication for

the way in which the Government explains its reasons for relaxing exchange controls.
It is quite frequently argued in favour of exchange control relaxations that they
will get 'down the exchange rate and thus increase competitiveness and improve the
balance of trade on non-oil account.
argument come to mind:-

The following examples of the use of this

(i)

Repeated articles and editorials in the Financial Times and

the Economist about the so-called "Dutch disease" .
(~i)

Th~

('BI

'R"~get rE'~'Y'",~onh:d";,..,ns

said that contrall=: "m.qv wpll be

artificially holding up the exchange rate above its true level, thus
eroding our industrial and commercial base".

Sir Adrian Cadbury advanced

that argument in support of exchange control relaxation when he saw the
Chancellor with the CBI delegation on 23 May.
(iii)

Officials of the IMF and the Commission have tended on

occasion to take that line .
(iv)

The Americans have done so in the preliminary discussions for the

Tokyo Summit.
(v)

I noticed that in your own article in the Financial Weekly for 20

you said:

Apr ~

"The last thing we can afford is to allow British goods to be

priced out of export markets now, When we are going to need those export
markets back again as soon as the oil earnings begin to decline in, say, ten
years time."

3.

The implications of the arguments surveyed in the attached paper are wide

ranging and we cannot claim to have achieved a consensus within the Treasury on the E
issues.

A good deal of work has been done - and a good deal is still going on.

But on the particular point of whether exchange control relaxation would increase
competitiveness to a significant degree and for a significant period of time, the
attached paper does, I think, at least show - in paragraphs
a very controversial question.

24 - 42 - that this is

It cannot, in my view, be seriously maintained that

relaxation of exchange control is a way of getting down the nominal :Tate that
automatically avoids the offsetting disadvantages for inflation of other means of
depreciation.

All that I think can be said with any degree of confidence is

tp~t,

other things being equal, the domestic monetary consequences of getting the rate
down in that way are less likely to be expansionary than if it were done by
int ervention.

4.

I

~~r-clude

that any claim that our exchange control package will help to cure

the Dutch d:'Gc;: ase would be likely to arouse as much opposition as support and that

2.

the Government would be on much firmer ground if it based its case for exchange
control relaxation on what the attached note describes as the microeconomic argumentE
( s ee paragraphs 43 to 46) .

These are difficult to deny.

And one can go on to argue

that those who wish to retain the exchange control regime in all its present rigour
and complexitiy
costs.

5.

__~ ._~fits

the e '

just~fy

tt c

In this way oae can place the onus of proof on the Government's critics.
TI1ere is another quite separate reason for avoiding the argument that exchanse

control relaxation is intended as a means of increasing competitiveness.

Whatever t

motive for a Government action, it is risky for Government spokesmen to say that it
was intended to secure a depreciation in the exchange rate.

Once that feeling got

abroad, the short term consequences for the exchange rate could be very destabilizi r.

6.

I note that the Secretary of State for Trade has stated as his view that

we should not use the competitiveness argument to defend the exchange control
package (his letter to the Chancellor

7.

dated~ay

refers).

We are currently preparing briefing for the Budget on the assumption that

the competitiveness argument is to be avoided and that the justification should
be based on the microeconomic arguments coupled with the need for a gradual
approach.

8.

You will no doubt let us know if you dissent.

We hope to let you have on Wednesday evening, 6 June, a note about the

evidence on the relationship between exchange controls, outward investment, jobs
and export s.

"J). H.
D J S HANCOCK
4 June 1979
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EXCH..t\]\IGE CONTROL RELA-XATIOI\' S A.ND THE TRADE FIGURES

I have seen

}~

Couzens'

note of earlier today.

Your exchange control package was, very deliberately, a cautious one and you 'Kill recall John Nott's comment,
that in his opinion,

in his letter of 25 Hay,

the proposals would "be regarded by markets as

being unduly timid".

While I

believe you were right to err on the side of caution,

I

feel

that to be panicked by the la test trade figures into v-;atering the
package down still further would indeed give force to John Nott's
objections.

I

would not,

therefore, recommend dropping the proposed

permission for merchants to finance third country trade in sterling
(which John Nott

inciden~y

in his note specifically applauded).

I

have no strong views, however, on the concession to banks on retentio ]
this could well wait until the time is right (and the method decided)
for dealing with the question of the finance of third country trade
by banks in general.

• ' . ...j

NIGEL LAWSON

5 June 1979
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EXCHANGE CONTROL RELAXATIONS AND THE TRADE FIGURES
You asked on Friday last about the possible impact of the trade
figures which are to be published on Friday on the exchange control
relaxations. I support the recommendations in the attached note.
In particular I would recommend that you should not now commit
yourself in the Speech to the relaxation for merchants on sterling
and third country trade, or to the concession on retentions.
You will wish to tell the Prime Minister about this.
we will submit a:_draft minute.

If you agree

K E COUZENS
5 June 1979

enc
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SECRET
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EXCHAl~GE CONTROL PACKAGE AND THE TRADE FIGurtES
we have been considering whether it would be advisable to reduce the
scope of the exchange control relaxations In response to the trade
figures and the latest reports on the money supply the CGBR .
"v./ e do not advisp f"'~nf"'.~ 11 8.tion o~t4e p8~kR.g~ . . . It ycrolJl d hp
bad for the Government's credibility not to make any relaxation of
exchange control at all given the expectations that exist. A failure
to take some steps in the direction of relaxation might be interprete c
as a sign of a lack of self-confidence in the Government's own polici E
which would be damaging to confidence.
?

3.

In any case it remains true that our external position is still
basically sound. We have large reserves and our overseas debts
are well under control. Although the private sterling balances have
risen this year, the official balances are no longer a problem.
The outlook for the current account may not be as good as it was
before we had the recent news; but it will benefit from increasing
North Sea oil production over the years ahead. The revised forecast
is not dramatically changed by the_new information. The real oil
price may well continue to rise and this should be good for sterling.
Finally, we expect the Budget to be well received by the markets:
in particular, the Government's commitment to a tight monetary policy
vJill protect the exchange rate against strong downward pressure.

4. A further factor is that the exchange rate is erratically high.
Last year we regarded any effective rate over 62~ as a strong
rate for sterling. Today the effective rate is over 67~.
Complaints about the loss of competitiveness from industry are
increasing and, if it were not for the effect of the Budget on the
RPI, there would be a good deal to be said for allowing the rate
to settle back a bit.

1
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SECRET AND PERSONAL

5.

The announcement of t he trade f igures may well bring dowmvard

pressure on the rate;

but we would not expect the announcewent of

the . exchangp. control' -nackage to have
a marked effect immediately.
.-J::."
t

-' .:1.

-

As t1r Nott said in his recent letter, t he impact effect could actually
be favourable to sterling.

In time, of course, v.Je estimate that the

package will cause a capital outflow of the order of £1 - £1~ billion,
assuming that confidence is not seriously disturbed.

But this effect

1.-fill be spread over a year or so (and there will be a continuing cost
of around £~ billion a year thereafter).

6.

In the light of the above,

have considered v:hether there i s

'.Ie

a case for dropping some parts of the package.

Our first conclusion

is that the package relating to outward direct investment should be
preserved in toto.

These flows are not particularly volatile.

Nany

firms will continue to finance their overseas investment with foreign
currency borrowing in order to match their foreign currency assets
with foreign currency liabilities.

The outward direct concessions

are the centrepiece of the package and a re in themselves an impressive
move.

Our reserves are sufficiently large to enable us to mitigate

the effect of the outflow on the exchange rate if that \vere desired ie

7.

to finance part of the relaxation from the reserves by interventio n.

The expected effect of the follQ1.·J ing on the capital account

is so small that to delete them vJOul d bring no significant benefit in
the form of reduced outflows.

They al l have merit as ways of

simplifying our system of controls:-

2.

SECRET AND PERSO N.2..L

{ .' '

(i)

The cash gifts and depe nda nts allowances

(ii)

The concessions for pri vat e property overseas

..

.... '..!...
,
..

(iii) Travel allowances

(iv)

8.

The t v'J O minor relaxatio ns a ffecting portfolio.

This leaves the following i tems o f the package f or considerati c

The f igures to the right of the list a re the estimated outflov!
from the capital account in the fir s t f ull year.
M.
£ lillion
J

9.

(i)

Emigration allowances

75-150

(ii)

Gold coins and medal s

50-100

(iii)

Sterling finance for merchants

100-:;J0

(iv)

Retentions

100-200

A.lthough the estimated out flo \: f or em igration 2-11o vJances is

quite significant, the effect is once- fo r-a ll.
for speculation against sterling.

It is not a vehicle

Vie s u ggest therefore t hat this

item should be retained.

10.

Yie are obliged to make some c ha ng e in the rules relating to

gold coins because of a recent ruli n,; o f the European Court.

Ide

have considered \,fhethe r the Chancello r could drop the announcement of
complete de-control from the Budg et p8.ckage and wait for a month or
so to see how things developed.

3.

Our thought was that, if the outlook

SECRET AND PERSONAL

for the exchange rate then appeared to be shaky, a more modest
relaxation consistent with our legal obligatins could be substituted
for total abolition.

The problem is that the exchange control notices

.~

for gold coins, travel and emigration cr oss-refer to each other.
It is too late to print new notices f or despatch on Budget Day.
To drop gold coins would thus mean either dropping travel and
emigration as well or saying that a detailed announcement on travel
and emigration \>Jould follow.

It scarcely seems 1iJorthwhile truncating

or complicating the package in this way.

11.

The final two items - third country trade and retentions - are

those ",here the risk of volatility (if confidence in sterling were
weak) is most important.

But the concession for third country trade

for merchants has a great deal to be said for it as a way of removinf
an impediment to the transaction of profitable business.

The Chancel-=-

may therefore like to consider the following suggestion which would
leave open the possibility of
if appropriate but

reduci~g

the scale of the relaxations

also enable him to implement his original plan if

confidence after the trade figure announcement and the Budget remain
sound.

In his Budget Speech (and the associated Treasury Press

Notice) he should not say that he intends to make a concession for
UK~resident

merchants, but only that he is studying that proposal.

As he already knows, further discussions 'v'l ith the
case required before a scheme can be f inalized.

~&v:>

~

are in any

If things go well,

he could then at a later stage announce the intended package.

If

things go badly, he could simply say that the time was not ripe for
making this further relaxation.

SECREr AND PERSONAL

12.

He could also drop all reference to the retentions concession

from the Budget Speech and the Press Notice.

If things go well,

that proposal could be announced at the time that the sterling
,,~:', . . .

:

- ' ,

finance fo'r 1:nird c-o untry trade conceSSlon

.Ja S

ahnounced.

Ana, -

if they went badly, the proposal could be dropped and no one Vlould
knoH that it had ever been contemplate d.

13.

Two detailed points arising from the above suggestion may be

worth mentioning.

First, before a relaxation for merchants could

be implemented, the Bank ""ould need t o consult vJith the banks about
the draft exchange control notice and vith the merchants about a
draft reporting form.

It Vlould not be advisable to initiate

consultations on formal documents unt il ',)e were fairly sure that
there was a good chance of tHe conce ssion being implemented.

Tills

would suggest that there should be a pause between the Budget and
the beginning of the consultat ions t o see how market s reacted.

14.

The second point concerns jute.

~h e

jute traders have been

particularly adamant that the restri ction on sterliLg f inance
damages their trade.

The main s ourc e of jute is Bangladesh and

the Ba ngladesh authorities have said that they
only in sterling.
uncompetitive rate.

wish¢~

to trade

They '.<[ill quote i n dolla rs but only at an
The result is particularly galling to UK merchant s

because all their competitors in Europe a re trading in sterling whereas
they are not allowed to do so.

There is

t~erefore

a case to be

considered for making a special conce ssi on to jute traders even if
it is decided not to proceeed with the
resident merchants.

5·

~en eral

concession for UK

SECRET AND PERSONA L

Conclusion

15.

We recommend that the proposals f or t hird country trade and
" ". :,_ .~ ,..

- 11!;

.. _. J, _.

retentions should be handled as describ ed in paragraphs 11 and 12
above;

but that the rest of the packa[e remain intact.

' '"' '.

CONFiDENTlAl

,

PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY
cc

PS/Chief Secretary
PS/Financial Secretary
PS~~inister of State - Common s
~~" .. J~~~bcer of StCtce
10:.. '""'""'
Sir Douglas Wass
Mr Couzens
Mr Un\Vin
Mr Hodges
I1r Ridley
Mr Cropper

BUDGET SPEECH - DRAFT OF 5 JUNE
I should like to make two suggestions on the passage on exchange control.

Paragrgh
2.

E2

I suggest the phrase "in a world of floating exchange rates" be

deleted and "in the world in which we now live" substituted.

Ny reason is

that I think there is a good deal more-to it than floating exchange rates.
Even with a floating rate regime, exchange controls tend to keep the
exchange rate higher than would

otherwi~e

be the case.

It is therefore

arguable that they can contribute to the Government's counter-inflation
policies.

It is not therefore" as I see it) simply floating rates which have

made the differenceJbut the combination of that with North Sea oil and the
Government's determination to maintain tight monetary policies which will
be good for confidencee

This combination of circumstances gives us an

opportunity to relax our severely restrictivp exchange control regime.

3.

Another important reason for deleting the reference to floating

rates is that it sounds as though the Government has already made up its
mind not to join the European Monetary System.

It would be unfortunate

if our Community partners drew that inference.

(The actual words of the

Budget Speech are studied by the Commission and others with great care.)
Paragraph E3

4.

Expand the end of the third sentence to read

"•••••• in accordance

with our obligations under the EEC Treaty and I have consulted the Commission
about the decisions I am announcing today."

s.

The Chancellor authori[)ed discussions \\:it!1 Co mm ission officials this

',:eek.

The meeting took place this morning.

hmong other matters that will

be reported separately, the Commission representatives particularly asked
that there should be a reference to consulting the Commission in the Budget
Cr~ncellor

will agree to this;

it will help to se cure their co-operati on.

D J S HANCOCK

5 June 1979
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Sir A Rawlinson
Mr Jordan-Moss
Mr Littler
Mr Dixon
Hrs Hedley-Miller
Hr Unwin
Mr Ridley
Mr Ilett
Mr McIntyre
EXCHANGE CONTROLS:

INDUSTRY SECRETARY'S LETTER OF 1 JUNE

LIBERALISATION FOR RAW MATERIALS INVESTMENT
1.

Sir Keith Joseph's letter of 1 June accepts the Chancellor's general approach

to relaxation, while giving his reasons f9r believing that it is as important full y
to liberalise outward portfolio as direct investment.

He hopes for progress

"perhaps in the autumn when it may be clear that further moves would not be disruptive".

This part of the letter can be briefly acknowledged.

But the Industry

Secretary also suggests as an extension to the proposals for 12 June agreed by the
Prime Minister (No 10's letter of 29 May) an immediate and complete relaxation for
outward direct investment in raw material supplies.
2.

In commenting on the initial packagel

recommended by the Financial Secretary,

the Chancellor said (note of 21 May) that he too would prefer to avoid complicating
the £5 million ration for direct investment with a more generous provision for raw
materials but that he would be prepared to think again if Sir Keith Joseph pressed
the matter.
3.

As the printing deadline of 30 May is past, the scheme could not be introduced

immediately even if the intention were to be announced on 12 June.

Should we be

able to go ahead quite soon with complete liberalisation of outward direct investmen in conjunction with a first major move on outward portfolio, it would hardly be wort}
complicating the rules with a raw materials scheme for only a short time.

However,

the future is still uncertain and, if progress after the Budget package has to be
more gradual, freeing raw materials investment would remain a good priority candidate

4.

I suggest a reply sympathising with the idea and explaining that the £5 million

ration should cover most of the raw materials field, which could be mentioned in the
/

Budget speech, but that whether to go for complete liberalisation here needs to \ be
conSid, ered further in the light of the post-Budget si tuation

'
(

the external front.,
~ ~~~(

A draft is attached.
bY-

~ ~~ T~"'J

P~'Cs.s Nc~

~

1>, (-/.
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DRAFT REPLY FROM:

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER

TO:

Rt Hon Sir Keith Joseph Bt. MP.
Secretary of State for Industry
Ashdown House
123 Victoria Street
L~~~ ~~! ~~-1.~;' ?:~..<: HE
r~ ,,,",~

Copies to: -

M. i <-\'~+E'''t

Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs
Secretary of State for Trade
Governor of the Ba~ . of England
Secretary of the Cabinet

EXCHANGE CONTROLS

Thank you for your letter of 1 June.

It is helpful to have your views

on portfolio relaxation and I shall of course take careful account of
these in our further studies

ov~r

the months ahead.

As regards your suggestion about raw material supplies, I have much
sympathy with the industrial and strategic case you mention.

In practic ,

however, I believe that the £5 million ration should go a long

::;z

mee ,

the needs of companies for both exploration and exploitation.

in order

pbint.

the raw

to/s~s

~/

i ts

~tance

ation

~

from an -industrial policy stanci -

But there are still uncertainties about our external position,

rpar ticn) ad" a s to the
I-

~ls pOin:~~nCing>

.

~

~urrent

account in the llborter

teP",~
....;

a,:'ir should

'~1

~therefor~prefer to see how things look after the Budget before deciding
on any extension of the initial package of relaxations.
Whether
~; L~~ l!-L., w# lY.~ _i"',.-~.~ :z ·
-~ ~
in traducing a speclial raw materials dcheme would then be a good move may
loA

of course depend on how soon we could envisage complete liberalisation for
outward direct investment, in parallel perhaps with a first major relaxati c
on the portfolio front.

I am copying this letter to the Prime i"iinister, the Secretaries of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs and for Trade, the Governor of the
Bank of England and Sir John Hunt.

SECRET
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CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER

Sir D Wass
Mr Cou'z ens

Mr Hancock
Mr Hodges

Mr McMahon - Bank of England

EXCHANGE CONTROL RELAXATIONS AND THE TRADE FIGURES
I have seen Mr Couzens' note of earlier today.
Your exchange control package was, very deliberately, a cautious one and you will recall John Nott's comment, in his letter of 25 May,
that in his opinion, the proposals would "be regarded by markets as
being unduly timid".
While I believe you were right to

on the side of caution, I feel

~rr

that to be panicked by the latest trade figures into watering the
package down still further would indeed give force to John Nott's
objections.

I would not, therefore, recommend dropping the proposed

permission for merchants to finance third country trade in sterling
(which John Nott

inciden~y

in his note specifically applauded).

I

have no strong views, however, on the concession to banks on retentio n
this could well wait until the time is right (and the method decided)
for dealing with the question of the finance of third country trade
by banks in general.

' .....

_-;

J
NIGEL LAWSON

5 June 1979
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I was grateful to you fqr sending your paper
on exchange control of 4 May to Geoffrey
me.

Ho~e

and

We shall be taking your well- tirred suggestions

into account in judging how nest to proceed with
~elaxi~g

!

c0ntrols whi8h arc obviously now

restrictive than they Heed to be .

~cre

I cannot ,of course

anticipate what Geoffrey will decide to do;

but I

can say that, as you might expect, all the areas
you mention are being thoroughly explored.

(MT)

Professor Douglas Haguel

C.BoE .

CO NFIDENT IA L

PS/Financial Secretary
PS/Min{ster ~i ~ ~~~e ' - ~C) ~
PS/Minister of State (L)
Sir 0 Wass
;VIr Couzens
,/
Mr Unwin
Mr HOd;~~ ,
Mr RidPe; .
Mr Cropper

t/v<

BUDGET SPEECH - DRAFT OF 5 JUNE
Paragraph EJ
It really would be much to our advanta ,g e if the Exchange
Control decision was presented as our very own, which had
happy EEC consequences.

If the decision is presented as

essentially a response : to EEC

ob~igations

it will be more

difficult to defend.

,

,

JOHN BIFFEN
6th June 1979
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MR . COUZENS

-----EXCHANGE CONTROL RELAXATIONS AND
THE TRADE FIGURES
The Chancellor discussed this afternoon with the
Financial Secretary and you whether it was necessary to
modify the agreed exchange control package in the light
of the known trade figures.

2.

The Chancellor concluded, on balance, that it .was

possible to go ahead with the relaxation for merchants on
sterling and third country trade, notwlthstanding the risk
of volatility acknowledged in the OF advice.

The Chancellor

also concluded, on the other hand, that the retentions
concession could usefully be deferred for the time being .

~!7
(A . M. W. BATTISHILL)
6th June,
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EXCHANGE COHTROL AND OUTI':ARD DIHECT INVEST1<ENT

As promised 1 arr. sending you tonight our latest draft of our background b!'ief
on exchange controls and outward direct inve.str;Jent.

It is rr;ainly

of Mr Ilett but he has consulted the Bank and the other

depart~ents

the . . . ork
listed

above.
2.

The draft is, I am afraid, still rather rough in places and most of

it was written before your meeting this morning to decide the line that you
wished to take in the Budget Debate.
notes on the lines you requested.

3.

Our next task is to prepare speaking

We hope to let you have them by the

~eekend.

For the benefit of other recipients, the main points we will be making

in the speaking notes will be the following:(i)

Although the Government would not expect that the

. relaxations will lead to a dramatic increase in outward direct
investment, it would expect the relaxations to encourage small
firms to invest overseas.

...

~

(: '~' : ,

(ii)
the

_'

! __' .. ' ,

~

h..L-

To tLe e:xi.pnt tJJi".it trJcy do :,0, t.Lat v.'ill be a benefit to
econo~y

in the lorl[;er t.erm since tIle investrr.ent will yield

an inco;.}e that will improve the current <1ccount of the balance of
D~:vm~nt~
\ .

(iii)

'r.llen

tr.LP benefit
from oil bP[inE". to decline.
.. ~ ;: .• .L :
. .~:ft, -.. .~ . ·.-i··t. . ¥:·~ ~ ":'"' •

. , ~ ::':..::: _~~

The cur!ent account

\o..j

11 a150 1erlefit in future years to

the extent that, as a result of the relaxdt ions, overseas investrrJent
tlJat 'v.'Ou] d have tflKen place anyv.ay is financed in sterlin£ and not
in foreiff. currency.
of the

invrst~ent

This is because the foreign currency proceeds

will not be reduced as

no~

by the need to repay

foreign currency debt.

~.

The speaKing notes 'nill also expand on the C}1ancellor's announcement

that the Government hopes that it 'n'ill be able before long to rr.ake further
reI axat ions of exchange controls.

It will _state the art-uments for thinking

that these also will benefit and not harm the economy - particUlarly in
relation to the controls over portfolio investment.

y.H.
D J S HhNCOCK

6 June 1979

DRAFT 6 ' JD1{E 1979
EXCHANGE CONTROL

This brief covers the balance of payments and industrial/
employment policy arguments for th e Budget, relaxations.
It does not deal with wider considerations - eg internati c
obtigations and exchange rate policy. Our present exchan ge
controls on outward direct investment are intended to
influence the financing of such investment, not the
investment itself. The effect of the relaxations will be
to allow UK companies investing abroad to use sterling to
finance their investments to a substantial extent if they
so wish. They :remove ~ecessary restrictions on the way
companies go about their business and they reduce distorti ~
in the market mechanism . Many investors will certainly
prefer to go on borrowing foreign currency in order to mat e
liabilities with assets. But those who want to use sterli ~
resources will (subject to the generous limits announced)
now be allowed to do so.
2.
The change in the rules is therefore unlikely to
nrovoke a substantial increase in the general level of
overseas invest~ent, although we do expect an increase in
the level of investment by small firms. The encouragement
to small firms to invest at home or abroad according to
where they _judge their commercial interests to lie is
welcome to the Government and is consistent with their
general approach to economic policy-making. But the
fundamental decision the Government has taken in making
these relaxations relates ~ to the question whether
outward direct investment is in the national interest (thouE
they are sure it is) but to the question whether our extern c
financial position is still vulnerable enough to justify
maintaining restrictions on the ways in which companies
may finance their investments.

CDNFID 1J~TIAL

Direct Balance of Payments Effects
!

3.

The initial effect of the measures on the balance
of payments is to allow an outf lo w on canital account whic ~
would not o'""t ';lerw:L'se have occuF~~!:d . '-:'"-"-'rh'e size of this
outflow is not easy to predict. With the Government
adhering to firm monetary and fiscal policies at home,
the underlying demand for sterling should remain fairly
strong. Under these conditions, relaxing controls is
unlikely to trigger a major speculative outflow of a
size seriously to disrupt the foreign exchange markets .
But the uncertainties are inevi tably very great. Accordin ~ 
the ~ernment intend to proceed cautiously, and to dismant ~
controls in stages.
4.
The effect of exchange control relaxations on the
economy depends on what other policies are being pursued.
For example, if the Government are adhering to a money
supply target and the rate is floating, relaxation is
likely to mean a somewhat lower exchange rate, and, at
least for a time, rather higher domestic interest rates.
In the short run, the capital outflow due to relaxation
will be finance:i by an inflow of short term funds.
Subsequently there will be an improvement in the current
account (which may only be temporary) brought about by the
gain in competitiveness resulting from the lower exchange
rate.

5.

In addition, there will

be a permanent strengthenin
of the current account as the continuing benefits flow
in from the interest, profits and dividends on the increase
in the stock of our net overseas assets. Thus exchange
relaxation will help to build up a source of income to
replace that now provided by North Sea oil.

con ~

Fir.
a rl C S
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The firs t Doin t t o se ttle bef ore we c e :
6.
be confident that an outflow wh ich is acceptable on
balance of payments grounds will not damage invest ment in the UK is wheth er
it will
cut s hort
fun d s ~ 0 r _~ g.,? m,~!? tic in v e ~~:~ ~_ n,~ t "

7.

This is unlikely, though there could be an incr s
in the cost of finance in the UK if there was more
competition for funds . There is no evidence that DE
domestic investment has been thwarted by lack of
finance . Reddaway (see paragraph I~below) found t h e
"the companies in our sample were virtually unanimo"G
in saying that (in our lO-year period) shortage of
finance had not forced upon them a choice between
expansion at home and capital expenditure overseas ll ~
a reaction he tested before accepting. More recent ~
the evidence to the Wilson Committee has made it c l E
that it is not the shortage of finance which is beh :
the present unsatisfactory level of domestic invest ment but a widespread lack of confidence .
The Industrial Implications
8.
It is sometimes suggested by the TUC and others
that to allow overseas investment is, more or less ,
licence the export of UK jobs . Anything which
facilitates outward investment is therefore likely t
be b ad for exports and employment . ;-In private,TDC
leaders may doubt this but in public they remain
unconvinced by arguments to the contrary~ The rela~
tions may well cause some increase in outward invest ment, most probably by small firms who could or woul ~
not arrange the Euro - currency loans etc . reQuired in
the past . The TUC have however, argued that exchang e
control is an inadeQuate instrument of policy in thi ~
area . They want a tripartite Investment Review Agenc
which would decide on individual cases (paragraph 88
of the TUC Economic Review 1979) . They say ~aragrar
195 of the Review) that their main interest is in thE
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big multinationals. Th e s e a re of course the compani e
best eQuipped to cope wit h out access to sterling, and
therefore least likely to change their investment
plans because of exchange controls. This underlines
furthel? t;h
.t?...
l")t: t:hat up to
. DOW ~t . Je~~t
the ,.'llTTr.::-. '.
-.. -. .
" . ' . " -' ,
-'.
really been looking for the introduction of a new tyr
of control and not the intensification of the existiL
one. Their proposals amount to a suggestion that
private investment should be directed by the 'tate.
This is obviously un~acceptable to the Government and the trade union movement will be obliged to acceI
that, whatever they may say in public. Despite the =
rather entrenched position on this matter)it is possible that trade union opinion generally~ will be
""'"
influenced byLeffective
statement of the Government! ,
case.
1"\("\;

9.

',,s;:'~.

In theory a conflict between overseas investmen,I
and d-iJ?sc1; investment would arise if the two were
substitutes and overseas investment created producticapacity which competed with UK goods. The bulk of
the evidence does not suggest that this often happen ~
in practice:~~'-

(i)
much investment is in projects which coul e
Dot possibly take place in the UK: investments
in raw materials exploration, service industrie E
etc;
(ii) other investment is in projects directly
designed to promote UK exports: investments in
marketing and distribution, in trade promotion
etc;
(iii) some investment could in principle take
place in the UK but would not then be able to
capture the market it was aimed at: transport
costs from the UK may be very high; or import
restrictio~might shut out UK exports;
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( i v)

much inve stment is in maintaining a.."'1d

rest oring e yisting ove rseas b usiness rather than

ul.

creating new projects which could be sited in the
~his

is not to deny T.hat some overseas investment does take
•

•

. • •-=;

".

,

'-~"-"',

place at the expense of invest ment in the UK:

,.

:...

' ;...:

',_

•• "

,

.

but it can

only be a relatively small part of total investment .
10.

The most imnortant publis hed study of this subject

is still that by Professor Reddav: ay (Department of Applied
Economics, Cambridge ) written betv!e en 1965 and 1968 (inter i~'
report in 1967 and final report at the end of 1968).
acknovlledged that there might be b alance of payments
for controlling capital outflows.

He
reaso n ~

He said that nothing

emerged more clearly from his work than the divergencies
in the rate of return from different overseas investments.
He found no evidence that UK comnanies forewent suitable
domestic investment projects in favour of overseas ones;
and that, after

allowin~for

the external financing charge ,

the net return to the balance of payments (from post-forei ~
tax profits, additional continuing UK exports, knowledgesharing etc) of overseas investment averaged about
11 .

4~% .

One of Reddaway's comments could be cited in support

of restrictions.

This is that the social rate of return

on domestic investment was higher than that on foreign
investment, because the tax and employment benefits etc
from foreign investment accrue to foreigners.
not surprising, and would

This is

only be relevant

if it were shown that the foreign investment in
question had been undertaken in nlace of home investment .
There is no suggestion in Reddaway (or elsewhere - see
paragraphs 12-14 below)

~
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that this is often so . Howe ver since Reddaway the
return before tax on domestic investment has fallen
Quite sharply. It averaged less than 7% over the
period 1965-74, against over 11% between 1955 and
1964. · Thel~ ' ~- ~ ~ _" ", 'V io ence we ),:"",:· ~:;bL~ " -:hat t,,~)~ ~· ·<,
return on outward direct investment has not fallen by
nearly as much and may even have risen slightly.
r-

12.
Reddaway's general conclusions have been borne
out by subseQuent work. The NEDC carried out a surV E
in 1977/8. 31 Sector working Parties (SWPs) comment E
on the reasons behind overseas investment in their
1/
sectors. ~ stated specifically that the location of
investment was not a matter of genuine choice betweer
home and overseas, and other answers implied this.
The main reasons given for the decision to invest OV E
seas related to the overseas market - eg to overcome
tariff barriers, protect/develop market position,
establish marketing and service facilities, and to
meet overseas Gove~nment pressure~ Half of the SWPs
thought that overseas investment would stimulate
exports (as Reddavlay found). Many thought that if no
investments had taken place some overseas markets WO l:
be lost to, the UK. Of the five who commented on the
employment effects, three thought overseas investment
would promote employment in the UK and only one feare
that it might have an unfavourable effect in the UK.
No SWP thought that exports were reduced by outward
investment.

13.

A paper put to the NEDC in July 1977 by the
Departments of Industry and Trade attempted to assess
how far outward investment in theory compet~with
domestic investment, i.e., to put the Question the
other way round, the extent to which they are selfevidently complementary. It is worth Quoting the
conclusion, if only because it was grossly misquoted as an argument for fuxther controls - in the TUC
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Economic Review 1979 ( pa~a5rap h 19~). The p aper
said that Il cons idera1:;ly les s th an 35% of overseas
investment could have displaced UK exports but it is
equally possible that s uch investment may have stimu~<b
lated e:81orts
,II _,:' /,rrH , ~DC said +"h~t: 1..'3r=JJI.. , ':'£', -~ "+;ward · ...
; " · -~'.
"-1:"
investment was in competition with domestic investment). The paper added that firms appear generally
to prefer to invest at hom e if there are no compelli r
reasons for investing oversea s. Life is simpler tha t
way.
14.
An interesting inte rna tional parallel is provided by the German IFO I nstitute, who published a
study of German outward direct investment in January
1977. Its conclusions were on the same lines as
those of Reddaway . and the NEDC; overseas investment
secures sales by being Dearer to the market, which
may be necessary for a number of reasons - transport
costs, import restrictions, perishability of goods,
after-sales service etc. Higher input costs at home
d~ however influence investment decisions; studies i
he~' t'have generally concluded (not altogether
~
surprisingly) that this is not usually a problem in
the UK, though it may have been in some cases .

15.

A further criticism of outward investment carri
out by UK firms is that we have a higher stock of ove
seas investment than anybody except the USA, and that
this is responsible for our poor record of domestic
investment . The reason is mainly historical. It is
true that after the war the Germans and Japanese
concentrated heavily on domestic investment, with
great success; an~hat we failed to do so. But in
recent years both Germany and Japan have greatly
increased their share of new overseas investment. ThE
United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations
has shown that between 1967 and 1976 the UK's share 0 1
new investment flows has fallen from 17/0 to 11%, whilE
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of Gerca:c y has rl~ e r: ::roo 2.25; to :-r;~ 8r.d t~ at
of Japan f:rom 1.4% to ?~~~ . Th is reflec t s t:: e growi:c g
strength of rhpqR count:ries, and indeed it lliay now
t l~at

Conclusion
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16.
The evidence is not entirely conclusive and s o ~
of it is now rather old. ( th ough the Reddaway Report
remains the most thorougb that we have). It is
nonetheless striking that there is a wide measure o i '
agreement both that outvlard investment benefits the
balance of payments and that in general it favours
exports and employment in the home country_ ExchaL E
controls do not appear to restrain outward direct
investment to a significant degree. To the extent
that they do ~ ~, however, there is an economic c c
for relaxing the controls (providing this does not
leM to desta15ilising outflows) • Given the change i~~
our external situation and prospects since the time
when tough exchange controls on outward direct inve ~
ment were imposed, the burden of proof is now on tt c
who want to maintain cODt~ols to justify their continued existence. Controls involve administrative
cos:~f?~ot~~nmentt and for those who have to compl~
wi th them. In any case, the kind of control which ~ 
existed up to now does not provide a suitable mechar
for influencing investment decisions on industrial
policy grounds; and an investor who is discouraged t restriction~ on the use of sterling is far more
likely to be prevented from making an investment whi
is in the national interest than one which is not.
is possible that the occasional case might genuinely
threaten UK jobs which would not otherwise have been
at risk, but the balance of QXPerience and theory
suggests that the overall damage which would be done 1
maintaining generally unnecessary controls, whether c
financing or anything else, would be greater than thE
damage caused in individual instances by the absence
Government interference.
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CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER
Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
1-'linister of State (C)
Hinister 'u1 ,sta:ce (L)
Sir Douglas Wass
Sir Lawrence Airey
Sir Fred Atkinson
Hr Couzens
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Hr Barratt - o.r.
l'1 r Littler
Hr Jordan-Hoss
l-lr Dixon
Hrs Hedley-Mille:r
Hr Hodges - Mr ~hddleton
l1rs lomax
Hr Ridley

cc

I'l r McMahon)
l.'l r Dawkins) B of E

EXCHANGE CONTROL RELAXATION
Mr Hall's minute of 1 June said that you would be interested to see any figures
we are able to provide on the extra cost of introduing an unlimited allowance
for overseas direct investment (by comparison \vi th t he package of relaxations to
be announced in the Budget).
Our best central estimate of the effect on the capital account of

2.

the outward direct investment package to be announced in the Budget is something
of the order of
error.

£i

billion a year.

But this is subject to a

veY"J

wide margin of

A comparable central estimate of the effect of total abolition might be

of the order of £1 billion.

But the methods used t o produce these figures are

too by and large to enable one to take the difference between them literally and
to say that the estimated outflow from the increase fr om one concession to the
other is

£-4-

billion.

The fact of t he matt er is that VIe do not have any firm basis

for making estimates with that degree of precision.

3.

The Bank have examined the exchange control records to see if they

could provide any direct evidence of the size

0

f t

In 1978 authorization was given for 100 projects
by foreign currency borro\'1ing.

Host of these

}~e

o~

\r<jere

additional outfloVIs.
over £5 million to be financed

under £15 million.

But this
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information does not get one very far.

The question is how much of this will

be financed in sterling once the firms concerned
Projects of this magnitude will

mair~y

~ re

a ble to use sterling.

involvE l2rce multi-national companies.

to adopt financing methods for large projects v:hic;l \'Jould leave them exposed to
currency fluctuations.

There is likely to be a limit to the amount of spare

sterling cash they will have available for forei gn investment.

It is therefore

probable that most of the large projects which \·.'ould in principle qualify for
additional official exchange if there were an unlimited ration would in practice
continue to be financed in foreign currency.

4.

I am sorry that

vie

are not able to be clore exact.

D J S HANCOCK
6 June 1979
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cc

.:F

Chief Secretary
Minister of State - Commons
Minister of State - Lords
Sir D Wass
Mr Couzens
Sir L Airey
Sir F Atkinson
Sir A Rawlinson
Mr Jordan-Moss
Mr Littler
Mr Dixon
Mrs Hedley-Miller
Mr Unwin
Mr Ridley
Mr Ilett
Mr McIntyre

DRAFT REPLY TO SIR KEITH JOSEPH ON EXCHANGE CONTROLS
The Financial Secretary has slightly redrafted Mr Hodges' draft letter
for the Chancellor to send to the Secretary of State for Industry in
reply to his letter of 1 June on exchange control.

The only substantiv

change is the omission of the proposed reference to the raw materials
concession in the Budget speech.

P C DIGGLE

6 June 1979

SECRET

DRA.EJl' REPLY FROM:
-To:

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER

Rt Hon Sir Keith Joseph Bt MP
Secretary of State for Industry
Ashdown House
123 Victoria Street
,}::

SW1E 6RB
Copies to:
Prime Minsiter
Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs
Secretary of State for Trade
Governor of the Bank of England
Secretary of the Cabinet
EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Thank you for your letter of 1 June.

It is helpful to

have your views on portfolio relaxation and I shall of
course take careful account of these in our further stud :
over the months

ahead~

As regards your suggestion about raw material supplies,
I have much sympathy with the industrial and strategic
case you mention.

In practice, however, I believe that

the £5 million ration should go a long way to meet the
needs of companies for both exploration and exploitation .
But there are still uncertainties about our external
position, and I should therefore prefer to see how thingE
look after the Budget before deciding on any extension
of the initial package of relaxations.

Whether introduci

a special raw materials scheme would then be a good
move may of course depend on how soon we could envisage
complete liberalisation for outward direct investment,
in parallel perhaps with a first major relaxation on
the portfolio front.
I am copying this letter to the Prime Minister, the
Secretaries of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs
and for Trade, the Governor of the Bank of England and
Sir John Hunt.
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INDUSTRY SECRErARY ' S LETTER OF 1 JUNE

LIBERALISATION FOR RAW MATERIALS INVESTMENT
1.

Sir Keith Joseph's letter of 1 June accepts the Chancellor's general approach

to relaxation, while giving his reasons fqr believing that it is as important full y
to liberalise outward portfolio as direct investment .

He hopes for progress

"perhaps in the autumn when it may be clear that further moves would not be disruptive".

This part of the letter can be briefly acknowledged.

But the Industry

Secretary also suggests as an extension to the proposals for 12 June agreed by the
Prime Hinister (No 10's letter of 29 May) an immediate and complete relaxation for
outward direct investment in raw material supplies.
2.

In commenting on the initial

package~

recommended by the Financial Secretary,

the Chancellor said (note of 21 May) that he too would prefer to avoid complicating
the £5 million ration for direct investment with a more generous provision for raw
materials but that he would be prepared to think again if Sir Keith Joseph pressed
the matter .

3.

As the printing deadline of 30 May is past, the scheme could not be introduced

immediately even if the intention were to be announced on 12 June .

Should we be

able to go ahead quite soon with complete liberalisation of outward direct investment
in conjunction with a first major move on outward portfolio, it would hardly be worth
complicating the rules with a raw materials scheme for only a short time .

However ,

the future is still uncertain and, if progress after the Budget package has to be
more gradual, freeing raw materials investment would remain a good priority candidate .

4.

I suggest a reply sympathising with the idea and explaining that the £5 million

ration should cover most of the raw materials field , which could be mentioned i n the

'
C~_A dr~:~ i-:~t~_che~cc
/

Budget speech , but that whether to go for complete liberalisation here needs to be
considered further in the light of the post-Budget situation ~ the external front .
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